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PREFACE

This report is an overview of the scientific results of a 3-year study under the NASA
Space Physics Guest Investigator Program, using data from the Lockheed Plasma Composition
Experiment on the International Sun-Earth Explorer One (ISEE 1) spacecraft. This study has
aimed specifically at the formation and dynamics of the plasma sheet region in Earth's magnetic
tail, a region believed to play a central role in a wide range of geomagnetic phenomena long
observed from the ground. The experiment measures the differential flux of positive ions in the
energy range from near 0 eV to approximately 17 keV per unit charge. In contrast to the more
conventional electrostatic particle analyzers flown on many spacecraft, this experiment has the
capability to select the ions to be measured by selecting their mass per unit charge. Relatively
few experiments of this type have been flown to date, and no other such experiment has provided
the same extensive sampling of the plasma sheet at energies representing the bulk of the plasma
sheet ion population.

The primary objective of this study has been to shed new light on the issue of solar wind
penetration of Earth's magnetic field, by observing the differences and similarities between ions

that are believed to be of either solar or terrestrial origin, such as He ++ and O + ions,
respectively. The secondary objective has been to investigate the dynamics of the plasma sheet
against theoretical predictions of various ion-mass dependent effects.
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1.INTRODUCTION

This is the final report by LockheedMissiles & SpaceCompany,Inc., Research and
Development Division, to the National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Goddard Space
Flight Center, under a contract to carry out an experimental study of the formation and dynamics
of Earth's plasma sheet within the Space Physics Guest Investigator Program, using data from the
Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the International Sun-Earth Explorer One (ISEE
1) spacecraft. The purpose of this report is to review the principal discoveries in three areas: (1)
solar wind penetration of Earth's magnetic tail, (2) relationship between plasma sheet and tail
lobe ion composition, and (3) possible effects of heavy terrestrial ions on plasma sheet stability.
In addition to the publications resulting from this study, the report refers to other especially
relevant papers from the scientific literature, listing those near the end in the order of appearance
in the text. References [1], [2], and [3] are the principal publications under this contract, copies
of which are attached.

1.1 Scientific Rationale

The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on ISEE 1 has provided the only
extensive in situ measurements to this day of the bulk ion composition well beyond 10 RE in

Earth's magnetic tail. This makes these data uniquely well suited for the study of a number of
fundamental aspects of solar-terrestrial physics, including in particular the entry of solar wind
plasma into the geomagnetic field [1]. This entry process is expected to have distinct signatures
in the transition region between the tail lobes and the plasma sheet. Since the plasma density in
the lobes can be extremely low, it is crucial to have access to data with the highest possible
sensitivity, especially at energies covering freshly injected ions from both the solar wind and
Earth's atmosphere, that is about 1 keV/e or lower. The Lockheed ISEE 1 data meet this
requirement well [2]. In order to understand the formation and dynamics of the plasma sheet it is
necessary to understand the interaction between and relative importance of ions from both the
solar and terrestrial sources. Again, the Lockheed ISEE 1 data offer the best material for such
inquiry [3].

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The ISEE 1 spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was launched on October 22, 1977, into

an orbit with apogee at almost 23 RE (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude, an

inclination of 29 °, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was placed in a spinning mode with the

axis nearly perpendicular to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately 3
seconds. The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1 is one of a family of
instruments using the same type of ion optics and covering nearly the same range of energies (0
ewe to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on GEOS 1 and 2, DE 1 and AMPTE/CCE

[4]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly identical mass spectrometers with the

respective fields of view centered 5 ° above and 5° below the spin plane, that is about 5°above
and below the solar ecliptic plane. Data used in this study are from one of these, the one looking

below the spin plane (seeing ions moving upward). Each field of view is about 10 ° wide along

the spin plane, and some 10° to 50 ° wide transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low

energy end (due to preacceleration) and gradually decreasing toward 10° with increasing energy.
Information on the instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is provided by the ISEE

1 Fluxgate Magnetometer [5].
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to select energy per charge,

followed by a combined electrostatic and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both
analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy setting the experiment provides both



the totalion fluxand thepartialfluxata selectedmass per charge. On ISEE 1each combination

of energy and mass ismaintained foratleast1/16scc inhigh telemetrybitrateand I/4 sec inlow

(normal) bitrate.Differentcombinations arc steppedthrough in a cyclicfashionaccordingto

patternscontrolledby a random accessmemory which isprogrammable from theground. The

variousISEE 1 pattcrus,or "modes", used insidethe magnetosphere requireanywhere from 2 to
20 minutes tocomplete. The mass selectionsusuallyincludeone thatblocksallionsfrom

reaching the second detector,allowing intermittentmeasurements duringeach cycle of thenoise
associatedwith penetratingradiation.These measurerncnts arclaterused tocorrectthecount

ratesof mass analyzed ions. The totalcount ratein thefirstdetectorisnot correctedthisway,

but thisdetectorismuch lesssusceptibletopenetratingradiationbecause of itssmall size
(spiraltron).

The maximum energy range of the ISEE I instrumentis0 eV/e (or spacecraftpotential)
to 17.9keV/e, divided into32 contiguous channels,although only a subsetof thesemay bc used

in a given mode. The lowest channel, from 0 cV/e to about I00 cV/e, isnormally limitedto
cncrglcs above I0 eV/e by an RPA (retardingpotentialanalyzer)in the entrance. That sarnc

RPA is used to provide "cold plasma" data from 0 to 100 eV/e (retardingwithin the lowest

channel) during partsof some scan cycles. Because of measurement uncertaintiesassociated

with spacecraftcharging and plasma convection,thelowest energy channel istreatedseparately

when calculatingvelocitymoments. Data from the highestenergy channel (above 16 keV/e) arc

excluded altogetherhere, because of a slightvariationover time of the mass response of the

ISEE I instrument in thatchannel. The numerical procedures used for weighting and summing

counts from the various energy channels are such thatthe velocitymoments correspond to an
energy range of either100 eV/e to 16 keV/e (inallfigures)or 10 eV/e to 100 eV/e (discussed

separately),the latterassuming no spacecraftcharging.

The data used here have bccn obtained in severaldifferentenergy-mass scan modes, but

usuallyonly in modes spanning atleastthe 0.1-to 16-keV/e energy range,whether thatrange is

covered in a contiguous fashion (normally true)or not (scc below), and only in modes which

provide H + data from the mass analyzer,as opposed tomodes which relyon "totalion"counts

for approximate H + measurements. Any sampling thathas not been correctedfor background

noise,because of gaps in thetelemetry,forexample, has been discarded.

3. DATA FORMATS

This study has made use of two archivaldata setsproduced atLockhce,d in,respectively,

1986 and 1991, forNASA's Explorer Projectand placed inthe NSSDC under index numbers 77-

102A-12F and 77-I02A-121. The firstsetconsistsof detectorcount ratesfor H +, He ++, He +,

and O + ions,sortedby 32 energy channels and 16 look-anglebins,includingboth spacecraftspin

phase and ion pitch angle,averaged over time for 1/2 to 3 hours,depending on distancefrom

Earth. This setrequiresthation velocitymoments bc calculatedby theuser,although a complete

computer program for thatpurpose isprovided with the data. This set,containing data from

1978 and 1979, formed the solebasisforseveralprevious statisticalstudies(e.g.[6]).

The second setisdesigned tobca more compact representationof the datawith roughly

the sarnc time resolutionas thatprovided by the insmnnent energy-mass scan cycle. Although
thisset also includes various spectralinformation,thisstudy has used mainly the frieswhich

contain velocity moments. A detailed explanation (user guide) may bc obtained from the

NSSDC. The tirnccoverage of thesedata spans the so called"prime period"of ISEE operations,

from the time of launch of ISEE 1 and 2 through theend of February, 1980.

The main type of fileused herecontainsseparatevelocitymoments forthe fourprincipal

ion species,H +, He ++, He +, and O +, or in some cases a subsetof theseions,depending on the

instrument operating mode. The moments have been calculatedonce each energy-mass scan

cycle,using two differentmethods to bc explainedbelow. In cases where the energy scans have

leftsome channels unsampled, sometimes every other channel, an interpolationprocedure has



been employed, essentially assuming a linear variation of the differential flux. Each moment has
a statistical uncertainty (standard deviation) assigned to it, calculated with standard formulas for
error propagation assuming Poisson counting statistics and including the uncertainty in
background subtraction [7].

A second type of file has velocity moments for "total ions", based on the total ion count

rate in the electrostatic analyzer and assuming that this rate is due entirely to H + ions. These
moments have been calculated once per energy scan, providing a time resolution of a couple of

minutes or better, and usually have nearly continuous time coverage. The reason for using
"total" moments here is to help interpret the mass-resolved moments at times when ion fluxes
may be changing significantly during the course of a full energy-mass scan cycle.

To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from the raw ISEE 1 data, the ion
fluxes measured within the near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other angles
using either of two sets of approximating assumptions:

1. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic plane and the ion fluxes have
rotational symmetry around the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation. The
direction of the flow vector within this plane is determined by the measured flow within the

instrument field of view. The single angular variable in this case is divided among twelve 30 °

spin-angle bins, roughly approximating the inherent angular resolution of the ISEE 1 instrument
in normal low-bit-rate operation.

2. Fluxes are gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle) over the sampled range of pitch
angles, and isotropic outside of this range, maintaining the values measured at the smallest and

largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles are divided among nine 20 ° bins. This

assumption is only applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetic field, and energy densities. It ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic
field.

The moments reported here are those obtained with I, except when they refer specifically
to components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, thus necessitating the use of 2.
The two sets of assumptions usually provide about the same densities and total mean energies,
within statistical uncertainties, but the numbers obtained with 1 are believed to be at least

marginally more accurate in most cases. Although the drift direction in 1 is determined from

average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved in the integrations usually provides an

accuracy much better than 30 ° .

The moment data have been supplemented with a third type of f'tle,

containing a form of energy-angle spectra for the same four ion species (and for O ++ ions).
These spectra consist of spin-averaged count rates in each energy channel (typically all 32
channels), averaged over a single energy-mass scan cycle, combined with information about the
maximum count rate at each energy during that cycle. This information includes the time and

spin angle of the maximum, the maximum rate, and the angular range of counts greater than 1/3
of the maximum rate. These have been used to verify that the moments still have reasonable
values when count rates are narrowly focused in angle or energy and are otherwise low, as often
happens in the tail lobes [8].

4. PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

This study has also made use of archived solar wind data, both particle data and magnetic
field (IMF) data. The ones used here are from the NSSDC OMNI file, and consist of hourly

averages of the proton density and flow vector (in GSE coordinates) and of the IMF vector
components (in GSE and GSM coordinates) and magnitude. These are a combination of data
from several instruments and spacecraft. Descriptions of the various instruments are referenced
in the data handbook by Couzens and King [9]. These solar wind data were either obtained in the



close vicinity of the magnetosphere (within a few tens of RE) or were time shifted to the

magnetosphere according to the observed solar wind flow (in the case of ISEE 3; cf. [9]).

4.1 Solar Wind Penetration of Earth's Magnetic Tail

Data from the Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1 spacecraft [4] show that Earth's

plasma sheet, inside of the ISEE 1 apogee near 23 RE, always has a large population of H + and

He ++ ions, the principal positive components of the solar wind [1] and [6]. This population is
the largest during periods of extremely weak geomagnetic activity, and is then also the most

"solar-wind like" in the sense that the He++/H + density ratio is at its peak (about 3% on average

in 1978 and 1979) and the H + and He ++ ions have mean (thermal) energies that are proportional
to ionic mass and barely exceed the typical bull flow energies in the solar wind [1] and [6].
These quiet-time conditions occur when the IMF is persistently northward and not excessively
strong [ 1].

One aspect of these results is shown in Figure 1, which is based on the first of the two
sets of Lockheect/ISEE 1 archival data sets described in Section 3 above. In this case the data

have been further averaged over space within the nightside central plasma sheet between 10 and
23 RE from Earth. The data represented by the dashed lines have been obtained while the

concurrent hourly IMF BZ remained positive (for up to 3 hours at a time), but they are not the
most extremely quiet data. If the IMF is further restricted to being more nearly northward and to
stay that way for extended periods of time, allowing the auroral AE index to approach very small

values (a few tens of nT), the plasma sheet H + and He ++ densities become a larger fraction of
the solar wind density, and the mean energies approach a mere I keV/nucleon [1] and [10].

The reduction in the plasma sheet H + and He ++ densities during times of southward IMF
is somewhat exaggerated in Figure 1, due to the heating which removes ions from the measured
energy range, but the trend is clearly real, and the resulting ion pressure in the 0.1 to 16 keV/e

range, including terrestrial O + and He + ions, is roughly comparable for northward and southward
1MF, and is a function of the solar wind ram pressure [1].

As illustrated in [1], the plasma sheet densities do increase somewhat with increasing
strength of the IMF, when the IMF has a northward component, but the increase is no stronger,
within statistical uncertainties, than can be expected given the typical corresponding increase in
the solar wind density [9]. Hence, although a northward IMF allows quieter conditions, favoring
a higher solar ion density in the plasma sheet, these data show no evidence that the solar wind

must be magnetized in order to enter. Actually, for IMF stronger than 15 nT the plasma sheet

H + and He ++ densities level off or decline, despite a further increase in the solar wind density
[l].

As discussed more fully in [1], these data are consistent with persistent entry of solar
wind plasma into the geotail, even when the IMF is extremely weak and probably of little
consequence. The effects of the IMF on the solar ions in the tail may instead be related to the
decrease in density and increase in energy observed in conjunction with substorms, when the
IMF is stronger and preferentially southward. The decrease in density, in particular, which
amounts to a reduction of the total number of solar ions between 10 and 23 RE [1] and [10], may

be caused by increased earthward flow, supplying new particles to the ring current, perhaps in
combination with tailward ejection of "plasmoids" (el. [11]).

In order to explain the ample abundance of solar ions in the plasma sheet during
northward IMF, and especially the "solar-wind like" appearance of these ions during extended
quiet periods, it is argued in [1] that the entry is a consequence of the low latitude magnetopause
boundary layer (LLBL), which is always present and is at least partially located on closed
.geomagnetic field lines (e.g. [12] and [13]). A possible theoretical argument for this is illustrated
m Figure 2, which assumes that the equipotential surfaces associated with the LLBL electric field

[12] and [13], or at least some of these, close through the tail. For simple geometrical reasons,
the associated electric field (perpendicular to each equipotential) will combine with the tail

6
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magnetic field vectors to project the E x B drift inward and earthward, as illustrated.

Figure 2 may also help explain a special class of ion flows reported in [1], namely

antisunward flows of "solar-wind like" H + and He ++ ions close to the tail lobes, presumably

located in the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL), or immediately adjacent to it. About two
dozen events with such flows have been studied in detail, most of which are associated with

plasma sheet thinning, or boundary motion, preceding the onset of a weak to moderate substorm
(C. Y. Huang, private communication, 1988). These flows, observed from the ISEE 1 and 2
spacecraft, occur in both the dawn and dusk halves of the tail, at varying distance from the tail
flanks, and are in some cases seen near local midnight when the spacecraft are near apogee. An

example of such flows from near the dawn flank is illustrated in Figure 3, where the ion velocity
moments have been calculated under Assumption 1 in Section 3 above. It may be noted that the

H + and He ++ drift in the fourth panel down, after 9:50 UT, is directed tailward, not along the

magnetic field, but duskward of the field direction, towards the interior of the tail. This is in the

direction of the local E x B drift prescribed by Figure 2a.
The event shown in Figure 3 is not from the main set of data used in this study, but was

chosen to coincide with an event previously described in the literature on the basis of other kinds

of ISEE data [14]. However, in all of these events the H + and He ++ ions have approximately

equal flow velocity, ranging from a few tens to a few hundred km s -I, and nearly equal thermal
energy per nucleon. The total energy, flow and thermal energies combined, is at most a few
keV/nucleon, and in some cases less than 1 keV/nucleon. The antisunward, or tailward, sense of

motion persists for many minutes and in some cases for an hour or longer. These ions are

observed mixed with terrestrial O + ions, which are also flowing tailward, but the H + and He ++

energies show no correlation with the energy of the O + ions. As pointed out in [1], these flows,

which are dominated by H + ions with about 1 keV energy, would probably be mistaken for
purely terrestrial outflows, if seen by an instrument with no mass discriminanon.

It is suggested in [1] that these antisunward-flowing H + and He ++ ions owe their
magnetic field-aligned velocity component to their initial sense of motion in the magnetosheath,

by way of inertia, and that they have been diverted into the tail by the E x B drifts of Figure 2a.
The local cross-B drift in the GSE X-Y plane, at the time of observation, is in several cases
measured to be directed toward the tail flanks, however. To account for that, it is argued that the

potential surfaces be modified as shown in Figure 2b, as though the plasma sheet boundary were
a layer of net electric charge of the same polarity as the inside of the adjacent magnetopause
LLBL. Additionally, this modification brings Figure 2 into general agreement with independent
ISEE 1 and 2 observations of tailward ion flows inside and adjacent to the PSBL by Orsini et al.

[ 15]. The latter authors have studied a number of events of strongly collimated low-energy

(mostly hundreds of eV) ion flows occurring during disturbed conditions and identified as O +

flows, and have concluded that the local E x B drift is toward the center of the tail on the lobe

sides of the PSBL, and toward the tail flanks inside the plasma sheet, adjacent to the PSBL.

4.2 Relationship Between Plasma Sheet and Tail Lobe Ion Composition

As far as plasma measurements are concerned, the tail lobe regions of Earth's
magnetosphere are unique in that they are usually not identified by characteristic particle
signatures, but rather by the disappearance of instrument response, or "plasma dropout" (e.g.
[16]). What has been known for some time is that the particle density is extremely low, probably

about 10 -2 cm "3 or lower (e.g. [17]) and that ion energies are significantly lower there than in the.
plasma sheet [17] and [18]. It has also been known that the lobes contain narrowly collimatea

tailward streams of ions, at least part of the time, and that these streams consist not only of H +

ions but to an even greater extent of O + ions, presumably of terrestrial origin [8]. The data on
these streams have been the only information available on the ionic composition of the tail lobe
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plasmaprior to this study [2].
This study is an extension of the work by Sharp et al. [8], using a much larger data set

from the same experiment (the Lockheed cxperimcnt on ISEE 1) and taking a different approach.

The approach differs from that of Sharp ctal. in that all detector counts arc included hcrc
(corrected for background noise), not mcrcly isolated counts exceeding three standard deviations
of a Poisson distribution (at least 10 counts per unit sampling). The deficiency in individual
counts has bccn compensated for by summing thcm (weighted) into ion velocity moments, while

keeping score of the resulting total standard deviations. The objective with this approach has
been to extract the maximum possible information from the only available data.

This study was motivated in large part by a recent theory of tail pressure equilibria by

Kiessling and Ziegler [19], who used statistical mechanics rather than the more conventional
magnctohydrodynamic equations. Their theory is the first one to consider two ion components in

the plasma sheet, namely H + and O + ions. Under fairly general assumptions about the relative
bulk velocities of the two ion components and the electrons (affecting the cross-tail current) this

theory requires that the O + ions form a spatially thicker sheet, in the south-north direction (GSM

Z-direction), than do the H+ ions (Figures 4 through 7 in that paper). As a consequence, the

O+/H + density ratio becomes larger than one in the tail lobes, even if it is much less than one in

the central plasma sheet.
This theoretical result may sccm to be in agreement with the experimental result of Sharp

et al. [8], cvcn though the theoretical velocity distributions arc essentially isotropic, not narrow
streams. Since the theory assumes that each ion componcnt has identical thermal velocity
distributions in the plasma sheet and the lobes, except for the overall amplitudes, it suggests that

a variation of the O+AI + ratio with Z can be duc to local conditions in the tail rather than to a
latitudinal variation of the ionospheric particle sources, as originally assumed in [8]. The

implication is, as stated by Kicssling and Zicglcr, that the effect is produced by the different ionic

mass of the two components.
In order to test the theoretical predictions, data from the second Lockhccd/ISEE 1

archival set discussed in Section 3 above were sorted according to the measured ion beta value,

that is according to the measured ratio between the total ion pressure perpendicular to the tail

magnetic field, including H +, He ++, Hc +, and O + ions, and the magn. ctic field pressure (derived
from the ISEE 1 magnetometer data [5]). One rcsult of this sorting is shown in Figure 4, where
data have been limited to a central tail region within 10 RE of local midnight (and beyond 10 RE

from Earth).

The O+/H + density ratio in the bottom panels of Figure 4 does indeed vary with beta in a

fashion that would be expected from [19], at lcast qualitatively, and the Hc+/H + and Hc++/H +

ratios vary as might be extrapolated from the theory, considering that He + and Hc ++ ions arc

also heavier than the H + ions. However, the mcasurcd ion energies do vary with beta, in contrast

to the theoretical-assumptions, so it is not clear how to makc a quantitative comparison. As an
alternative, a much simpler theory is considered in [2], one in which these measured effects

might be explained in terms of finite and mass-dependent gyroradii. Some quantitative
agreement is achieved this way, but the agreement is incomplete [2].

Considering that the result in Figure 4 may be a finite gyroradii effect [2], and
considering that it is in qualitative agreement with a theory [19] which explicitly assumes that the

particle drift motion is along surfaces of constant beta, it is again argued in [2] that the tail lobe

E x B drift may be directed mainly inward from both the dawn and dusk flanks of the tail, as
illustrated in Figure 5. This same configuration is also infcrrcd from other aspects of the data
[2]. Figure 5 differs from Figure 2 only in that cquipotcntial surfaces arc shown hcrc to originate
in either the low latitude magnctopausc boundary layer or in the solar wind.
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4.3 Possible Effects of Heavy Terrestrial Ions on Plasma Sheet Stability
Singly charged oxygen is a variable but usually substantial component of the

magnetospheric plasmas at most energies (e.g. [6], [7], [8], [20], [21], and [22]). It is, besides

H + and He ++ ions, the probably most important ion component from a scientific point of view,
for at least two reasons. One is its principal source, the earth's atmosphere (e.g. [20] and [21]),
which makes it a unique measure of electrical solar-terrestrial interactions. Another reason,

however, is the large mass or mass per charge of the O + ions compared to that of the H + ions. A

mere 10% admixture of O + ions in an otherwise pure H + population will more than double the
mass density of the plasma, even though the number density (and charge density) remains almost

the same. And a fifty-fifty mixture of O+ and H + ions, often reached in the inner magnetosphere
[7] and sometimes in the central plasma sheet (locally) as far out as 20 RE [22], will have almost

an order of magnitude greater mass density than the corresponding number of only H + ions.

This property of the O + component might conceivably have significant consequences for
the plasma dynamics, including the dynamics of the plasma sheet. Several authors have indeed

argued convincingly that the presence of large numbers of O + ions in the tail current sheet

(midplane of plasma sheet), where the geomagnetic field is weak, must have a destabilizing
effect by decreasing the net magnetization of the ion population as a whole and inducing tearing

mode perturbations (e.g. [23] and [24]). That way the O + ions might be a twofold element of
geomagnetic activity, both a product, emitted in association with ionospheric electric currents,
and a driving or modulating agent, once they reach the equatorial plasma sheet.

One observational fact that may seem to suggest active feedback from substorm-produced

O + ions is the tendency of very strong substorms, those with a peak AE index of 1000 nT or

greater, to occur in clusters during extended periods (often a day or longer) of elevated AE (see
for instance [25]). On the other hand, more long-term records of geomagnetic and solar activity,

covering several years, may not seem to fit the same trend, because the energetic O + population
has been found to vary substantially in density over the course of a solar cycle without causing a
parallel long-term variation of geomagnetic activity [20] and [26].

This study [3] has been an attempt to clarify whether there really is a geomagnetic

feedback specific to the O + ions, because of their large mass, by comparing extensive sets of
near-equatorial ion composition data with common geomagnetic and solar activity indices. In
order to utilize the long-term observations now available from similar experiments, data obtained
during the rising and maximum phases of solar cycle 21 by the Lockheed Plasma Composition
Experiment on the ISEE 1 have been intercompared with data obtained near the end of the same

cycle, at the minimum phase, by the same kind of Lockheed experiment on the Charge
Composition Explorer (CCE) spacecraft of the Active Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Explorer
(AMPTE) mission (with additional support from a NASA/Lockheed AMPTE contract).

Statistical-intercomparisons of the ion data and the activity indices have been made both
on short-term (hours and days) and long-term (years) bases in [3], but this brief review will be
focused on the long-term solar-cycle related aspects. The end result of these intercomparisons,

whether short- or long-term, is that no evidence of O + feedback can be found.

While the ISEE 1 data, from the second archival set described in Section 3 above, cover
both the plasma sheet, beyond 10 RE, and the inner magnetosphere, the CCE data only cover the
inner magnetosphere, inside of 9 RE. This poses no real problem, however, since earlier studies

of the ISEE 1 data have shown that the concentration of O + ions, although different in different
regions, vary in essentially the same fashion with solar activity in all regions [26].

The time coverage of the ISEE 1 and AMFI'E/CCE data sets through solar cycle 21 is
illustrated in Figure 6, along with the daily index of 10.7-cm wavelength solar radio flux. This
index is commonly used as a proxy for the solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation (which is
not observable from the ground), and is therefore an indirect measure of the solar radiant effects

on the terrestrial (upper atmosphere) O + source (e.g. [20]). This figure shows the reason for
intercomparing the two data sets; the ISEE 1 set was aquired during strongly varying solar
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activity, including the peak, the CCE set during weak and extremely steady solar activity.

Figure 7 relates the average ion mass (average of H +, He ++, He +, and O + ions) in the
central plasma sheet (ISEE 1 data) to solar surface activity, as measured by the FI0.7, as well as

g.eomagnetic activity. The ion mass samplings in the left panel are from geomagnetically "quiet"
times, defined by requiring that the hourly AE index be consistently less than 100 nT over a 3-
hour period, where the middle hour contains the mass sampling. The right panel has samplings
from "disturbed" times, similarly defined by hourly AE indices being consistently greater than
200 nT over that same 3-hour period. By considering AE indices taken both before and after the

mass sampling it is ensured that no bias is placed on the causal relationship between the AE and
the ion mass. The average ion mass is found to increase with increasing solar activity, regardless

of substorm activity level, and this is mainly a consequence of an increasing O + density.
Figure 8 shows one kind of comparison between ISEE 1 and CCE data within the bounds

of available AE indices. In this case each ion sampling has been associated with the average of 6
successive hourly AE indices, the last of which is concurrent. There is no special reason for
choosing a 6-hour period per se, but the statistical correlation is somewhat better when an

average of several hourly AE values is used rather than some single preceding value. Using
preceding rather than succeeding AE values here in the inner magnetosphere seems intuitively

fight [3], regardless of the role of O + ions in the plasma sheet, and that choice is also justified by
improved correlation.

Figure 8 confirms that the O+/H + ratio has declined quite substantially in late 1984, near
solar minimum, as compared to typical values during the rising phase of 1978 to early 1980.
This decline can be inferred to apply to the plasma sheet as well, beyond 10 RE, because of the

global nature of the solar influence [26]. In spite of this long-term reduction in the O+/H + ratio,
there is no corresponding reduction in substorm activity. Instead, there is a modest but

statistically significant increase over the same time period, as measured by for instance daily
averages of the AE index [25]. This trend is reflected in Figure 8 by the different grand average
AE values during the two intervals of ion sampling (203 nT in the ISEE 1 interval, 280 nT in the
CCE interval, the two mean values differing by more than ten times the standard deviation of
either mean; see figure caption).

The long-term variation of geomagnetic activity is perhaps better illustrated in the last

figure, Figure 9. It can be seen from this figure that, during solar cycle 21, the geomagnetic
activity actually reaches a minimum at a time (early 1980) when solar activity, according to

Figure 6, is near maximum and the O + concentration in the plasma sheet, as is known from in
situ ISEE 1 observations and illustrated in Figure 7, has extremely large values more often than it

had in the preceding two years, when solar activity was increasing and still lower on average.

This trend clearly contradicts the notion that enhanced O + concentration would trigger, enhance,
or prolong geomagnetic substorms. This, together with the fact that the geomagnetic activity
begins to increase again in mid 1980, seemingly without any relationship to the long-term
variation of solar activity in Figure 6, is interpreted in [3] as strong evidence against a

geomagnetic feedback mechanism specific to O + ions. This result will have to be accounted for
in any future theory of plasma sheet dynamics [3].

5. NEW TECHNOLOGY

The analysis of data from the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1
spacecraft has been carried out with conventional tools and methods and has not led to the

development of new technology. The data from the instrument, although refined in the archival
formats used here, have the same basic form that has been utilized with spacebome electrostatic
particle analyzers for decades. The only fundamental difference between these and most earlier

data lies in the selection of ions by mass per charge. Our knowledge about the ion mass has so
far been utilized for scientific purposes only, and no technological application has yet been
discovered.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Whether or not this study has provided definitive answers in its three areas of inquiry, it
has at least added substantial new material to the list of reasons why ion mass spectrometers are

indispensable components of any spacecraft dedicated to solar-terrestral plasma physics.
Beginning with the original discovery more than 20 years ago that Earth's atmosphere is a

significant source of energetic ions [27], especially O + ions, results obtained with this kind of
instrument have gradually undermined many of the once popular assumptions in this field, a
trend that may have culminated about 15 years later with a widespread perception that almost all

plasma in the magnetosphere may be of terrestrial origin (e.g. [28]). The results from this study
may in some sense have partially re-established the once preeminent role of the solar wind, and,

at the same time, they suggest new ways to look at it. Three specific points may be worth
reiterating:

1. Tailward flows of ions in regions that appear to be well inside of the magnetopause,
especially in the plasma sheet boundary layer, are not necessarily of terrestrial origin; some of
the strongest such flows have the signatures of solar wind particles [1].

2. When the vast volume of the plasma sheet is taken into account, it is probably true to
say that the larger portion of magnetospheric plasmas, outside of the plasmasphere, is of solar
rather than terrestrial origin most, if not all, of the time [2] and [3]. Although only the ionic
component can be ascribed to a solar origin with some degree of certainty, it does appear
reasonable that solar electrons enter along with the ions [1].

3. Although the terrestrial O + ions are often numerous enough to substantially increase
the mass density of the plasma sheet, at least inside of the ISEE 1 apogee near 23 RE, they do not

appear to have a decisive influence on the plasma sheet dynamics [3].

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

During its approximately 4 1/2 years of operation (until March 20, 1982) the Lockheed

Plasma Composition Experiment on ISEE 1 gathered a very large and in many respects entirely
unique set of data on the ion populations with energies in the 0-17 keV/e range. Due to the
orbital characteristics of the ISEE 1 spacecraft, data have been obtained in regions of space
where no ion mass spectrometer had been flown before, and the few such instruments that have

since been flown in the same general regions, especially the geomagnetic tail beyond 10 RE,

have either been designed for much more energetic ions or have failed to provide useful data.
Barely more than half (2 1/3 years) of these Lockheed data were archived at the NSSDC

by the end of the three-spacecraft ISEE mission, both because of the emphasis on the ftrst two
years of data by the ISEE Project and because of rapidly dwindling funding towards the end of
the mission. In light of the very uncertain future of new missions, including the GGS/Polar, it
would seem to be prudent on the part of NASA to make some additional funding available to
Lockheed to complete this archiving, funding that would have to be very modest by the standards
that apply to new missions. It is therefore recommended by this author that such funding be
made available, and that NASA acts on this matter very soon, before the Lockheed magnetic tape
records of the raw ISEE 1 data risk disposal as obsolete in these times of cost savings in the
aerospace industry, or otherwise become illegible.
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A Scenario for Solar Wind Penetration of Earth's Magnetic Tail

Based on Ion Composition Data From the ISEE 1 Spacecraft

W. LENNARTSSON

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc., Research and Development, Palo Alto, California

Energetic (0.1-16 keV/el ion data from the Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE I
spacecraft show that Earth's plasma sheet (inside of 23 R E) always has a large population of H ÷ and
He + * ions. This population is the largest, both in absolute numbers and relative to the terrestrial ions,
during periods of extremely weak geomagnetic activity and is then also the most "solar wind like", in
the sense that the He * */H ÷ density ratio is at its peak (about 3% on average in 1978 and 79), and the
H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ ions have mean (thermal) energies that are proportional to ionic mass and barely exceed
the typical bulk flow energies in the solar wind. These quiet time conditions occur when the IMF is
persistently northward and not excessively strong. At more active times the H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ ions are
heated in the central plasma sheet, but they can still be found with lower solar wind like energies closer
to the tail lobes, at least during plasma sheet thinning. In a number of cases examined here, such
low-energy H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ ions are found flowing antisunward close to the lobes, flowing roughly
parallel (or antiparallel) to the tail magnetic field at speeds ranging from a few tens to a few hundred
kilometers per second, as though they have recently entered the tail earthward of the ISEE I. In some
cases the flow vector appears to contain a significant E x B component directed away from the nearest
tail flank. In order to explain these flows, as well as the solar wind like appearance of the plasma sheet
as a whole during northward interplanetary magnetic field, it is argued that the solar plasma enters
along slots between the tall lobes and the plasma sheet, even quite close to Earth, convected inward
along the plasma sheet boundary layer, or adjacent to it, by the electric fringe field of the ever present
low-latitude magnetopause boundary layer (LLBL). The main point of the argument is that the
required E × B drifts are produced by closing LLBL equipotential surfaces through the plasma sheet.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although it is one of the oldest topics of magnetospheric

physics, the entry of solar wind plasma into Earth's mag-

netic field is still a complex and elusive issue. It has been

further complicated by the observations that energetic (hun-

dreds of eV to tends of keV) plasmas inside the magneto-

sphere can have a terrestrial rather than solar origin [e.g.,

Shelley et al., 1972; Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Balsiger et al.,

1980; Sharp et al., 1981; Lundin et al., 1982; Hamilton et al.,

1988]. Based on gross estimates of the total number of

charged particles in various parts of the magnetosphere, it

can even be argued that the known outflow of terrestrial ions

from Earth's polar regions, as measured in a range of

energies from less than 1 eV/e to about 20 keV/e, is suffi-

ciently strong to supply the entire positive plasma compo-

nent, given the proper mechanisms for final adjustment of

energies [Chappell et al., 1987].

The traditional view has been that the solar wind plasma

does indeed enter, provided it is magnetized and that the

embedded magnetic field, the interplanetary magnetic field

(IMF), has a proper direction. The conditions for entry have
been assumed to be the most favorable when the IMF is

pointing southward, opposite the equatorial direction of

Earth's magnetic field [e.g., Cowley, 1980]. According to this

view, the IMF and the geomagnetic field merge on the front

of the magnetopause, causing the electric field in the solar

wind, that is the field associated with solar wind motion

across the IMF (E = -v × B), to be conducted into the

high-latitude magnetosphere and into the geomagnetic tail,

where it will have a general dawn-to-dusk direction, at least

Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
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as long as the IMF has a southward component. Under the

influence of this internal electric field, part of the solar wind

plasma is thought to convect (E × B drift) into the geotail,

across the northern and southern tall lobes, and to converge

at the tail midplane beyond some distant location downtail

[e.g., Speiser, 1965; Pilipp and Morrill, 1978; Cowley, 1980].

Part of this converging plasma, it is thought, finds itself on

closed (newly reconnected) geomagnetic field lines and is

subsequently transported earthward (sunward) by a combi-

nation of E × !! drift and field-aligned jetting [e.g., Speiser,

1965] to form the body of the plasma sheet, as well as the

near-Earth ring current. The eventual fate of this same

plasma is to be partially precipitated into Earth's atmosphere

and otherwise ejected through the equatorial magnetopause.

The plasma circulation described by this theory was

originally postulated on the basis of observed E × B drifts in

the high-latitude regions of Earth's ionosphere [Axford and

Hines, 1961], and has been corroborated by numerous

electric field and plasma drift and plasma dispersion mea-

surements by polar orbiting spacecraft [e.g., Heppner, 1972;

Reiff et al., 1977; Heelis et al., 1982; Heppner and Maynard,

1987], but it has not yet been unambiguously verified by in

situ observations in the distant tail. Observations made from

the ISEE 3 spacecraft, for instance, show well-defined tail

lobes separated by a plasma sheet as far as 225 R e downtail

[Tsurutani et al., 1984; Zwickl et al., 1984]. Judging from

measured electron flows, the E × B drift in the plasma sheet

appears to be almost exclusively antisunward beyond about

180 R e [Zwickl et al., 1984], which would be expected where

southward pointing IMF field lines have reconnected, but

the antisunward motion persists even though the local taft

magnetic field between 180 and 225 R E is northward, and

hence the electric field is dawnward, at least half the time

[Tsurutani et al., 1984]. Under such conditions it even seems
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improbable that the plasma sheet particles have converged

through the lobes. On the other hand, the plasma measure-

ments that have been made closer to Earth show that

earthward jetting of particles is commonplace [e.g., De-

Coster and Frank, 1979; Lyons and Speiser, 1982; Eastman

et al., 1985], whether those particles previously traversed

the tail lobes or not.

The purpose of this study is to explore an alternative

scenario, one which may not necessarily require that the

solar wind plasma be magnetized. This study does not take

issue with the notion that Earth's magnetic field merges with

the solar wind magnetic field on a regular basis, but it tries to

focus on certain other aspects of the interaction between the

solar wind particles and Earth's field. It is inspired in part by

the simple fact that the geomagnetic tail, as far as we know,

always has a plasma sheet, even during times when the

physical signs of magnetic merging are weak or absent. In

fact, ion composition measurements in the tail have shown

that the plasma sheet contains the greatest number of H ÷

and He ++ ions, the principal positive components of the

solar wind plasma, during extended periods of extremely

weak geomagnetic activity [Lennartsson and Shelley, 1986;

Lennartsson, 1987].

This study is also inspired by other recent plasma obser-

vations in the tail, observations that may seem, at least on

the surface, to require some modifications of the traditional

view of solar plasma circulation. One set of observations in

this category consists of the many ISEE measurements of

the boundaries between the plasma sheet and the northern

and southern tail lobes, boundaries now commonly referred

to as the "plasma sheet boundary layer" (PSBL) [e.g., Parks

et al., 1984; Eastman et al., 1985]. Among the reported

features of the PSBL is its frequently very sharp definition

(hundreds of kilometers), as well as its layered structure,

which includes layers of low-energy (hundreds of eV) ions

and electrons streaming along the magnetic field, both earth-

ward and tailward [Parks et al., 1984]. Such features may

suggest that the net plasma motion, including E x B drifts, is

often parallel to the boundary, rather than directed from the

lobes into the plasma sheet [cf. Eastman et al., 1985].

Another set of relevant observations pertains to the so

called "low-latitude magnetopause boundary layer" (LLBL)

[e.g., Eastman et al., 1976; Mitchell et al., 1987], especially

to its tailward extension along the dawn and dusk flanks of

the magnetopause. The LLBL is known to be at least

partially located on closed geomagnetic field lines, and it is

believed to always contain solar wind plasma streaming

tallward (antisunward) under the influence of a local electric

field which is directed from dusk to dawn (tallward E × B

drift). Of particular interest here is the fact that the LLBL

appears to exist at all times, even when the IMF is north-

ward [cf. Mitchell et al., 1987], that is when the IMF points

in the same direction as the equatorial portion of Earth's

magnetic field lines, and is therefore not expected to be

merged with Earth's field at the LLBL. The objective of this

study is specifically to examine the possible roles of the

LLBL and the PSBL in the transport of solar wind plasma

from the magnetosheath to the central plasma sheet. In doing

so, it will rely heavily on ion composition data from the

Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE l

spacecraft.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The ISEE i spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was

launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at

almost 23 RE (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude,

an inclination of 29 °, and an orbital period of 57 hours. The

spacecraft was placed in a spinning mode with the axis

nearly perpendicular to the solar ecliptic plane and with a

period of approximately 3 s. It reentered almost 10 years

later, on September 26, 1987.

The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment flown on

ISEE 1 is one of a family of instruments using the same type

of ion optics and covering nearly the same range of energies

(0 ewe to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on

GEOS 1 and 2, Dynamics Explorer 1, and Active Magneto-

spheric Particle Tracer Explorers (AMPTE) CCE [Shelley et

al., 1978]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly

identical mass spectrometers with the respective fields of

view centered 5° above and 5° below the spin plane, that is

about 50 above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Each field

of view is 10 ° wide along the spin plane and 10°-50 ° wide

transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low-energy

end and gradually decreasing to 10 ° with increasing energy.

All data used in this study were obtained with one spectrom-

eter, the one looking below the spin plane. The lowest-

energy channel used here, one that extends from about 100

to 300 ewe, has a field of view that extends from about 10 °

above the ecliptic plane to 20 ° below. Information on the

instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is

provided by the ISEE 1 fluxgate magnetometer [Russell,

1978].

Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to

select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-

static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both

analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiment provides both the total ion flux and

the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. Each combi-

nation of energy and mass is maintained for at least 1/16 s in

high telemetry bit rate and 1/4 in low (normal) bit rate.

Different combinations are stepped through in a cyclic

fashion according to various patterns controlled by a random

access memory which is programmable from the ground.

Some patterns, or "modes", may require only a couple of

minutes per cycle, others may take 15 to 20 min. The mass

selections usually include one that blocks all ions from

reaching the second detector, which is a modified Johnston

electron multiplier, allowing intermittent measurements of

the noise associated with penetrating radiation. These mea-

surements are later used to correct the count rates of mass

analyzed ions. The background count rate in the first detec-

tor, which is a so-called "spiraltron", is generally negligible
and is not corrected for.

The maximum energy range is 0 ewe (or spacecraft

potential) to 17.9 keV/e, divided into 32 contiguous chan-

nels, but the lowest channel, from 0 eV/e to about 100 ewe,

is normally limited to energies above 10 eV/e by a retarding
potential analyzer (RPA) in the entrance. That same RPA is

used to provide "cold plasma" data from 0 to 100 ewe

(retarding within the lowest channel) during part of some
measurement cycles. Because of measurement uncertainties

associated with spacecraft charging and plasma convection,

the lowest-energy channel has not been used in this study.

Neither has the highest-energy channel (above 16 keV/e)
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been used, because of a slight variation over time of the mass
peak locations in that channel. The energy range of these

data is therefore generally 100 eV/e to 16 keV/e, unless
further limited by a particular instrument mode (see below).

The mass range is from below l amu/e to about 150 amu/e,
divided into 64 channels, but the most common measure-
ment cycles only sample four to five channels, correspond-
ing to the principal ions, plus a background channel (below l
amu/e).

This study also makes use of archived solar wind data,
both particle data and magnetic field (IMF) data. The ones
used here are from the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC) OMNI files and consist of hourly averages of the

proton density and flow vector (in GSE coordinates) and of
the IMF vector components (in GSE and GSM coordinates)
and magnitude. These are a combination of data from several
instruments and spacecraft. Descriptions of the various
instruments are referenced in the data handbook by Couzens

and King [1986]. These solar wind data were either obtained
in the close vicinity of the magnetosphere (within a few tens
of R E) or time shifted to the magnetosphere according to the
observed solar wind flow (in the case of ISEE 3 [cf. Couzens

and King, 1986]).

3. DATA FORMAT

The ion data used here are mainly in the form of velocity
moments, calculated as sums over discrete energy-angle
matrix elements. To calculate full three-dimensional mo-

ments from the ISEE 1 data, the ion fluxes measured within

the near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to
other angles using either of two sets of assumptions:

1. In the central plasma sheet, where most of the statis-
ticai material was obtained, the fluxes are assumed to be

gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle) over the sampled
range of pitch angles and isotropic outside of this range,
maintaining the values measured at the smallest and largest
pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles are measured in
terms of five bins, covering 0°-15 °, 16°-44 °, 45°-135 °, 136°-
164°, and 165°-180 °, respectively. This assumption applies to
number densities, mean energies, and energy densities. The
two-dimensional bulk flow within the field of view, which is

generally small compared to the thermal velocities in the
central plasma sheet [cf. Eastman et al., 1985], is derived
from the partial flow density and partial number density
actually measured, using twelve 30° spin angle bins, without
extrapolating the ion fluxes into the third dimension. This set
of assumptions is expected to be inaccurate at very low ion
energies and is the main reason for not including data from
the lowest energy channel (below 100 eV/e).

2. In the outer fringes of the plasma sheet, including the

plasma sheet boundary layer, and in the lobes, it is assumed
that the principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic
plane and that the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry
around the flow vector, rather than around the magnetic
field. The direction of the flow vector within this plane is
determined by the measured flow within the instrument field

of view. The only angular variable in this case is measured in
terms of the twelve 30° spin angle bins (the width of these

bins equals the inherent angular resolution of the instrument
in normal low-bit-rate operation). Since the magnetic field is
often parallel to the ecliptic plane in these regions of space
and since the ion flow is often parallel to the magnetic field,

this second set of assumptions commonly produces about
the same numbers as the first set. However, in cases of
substantial ion drift across the magnetic field (substantial

when compared to thermal velocities) the second set appears
to provide more accurate moments, especially number den-
sities. This has been verified by comparing the ion densities
with electron densities derived from ISEE 1 and 2 wave

experiments on several occasions (one such comparison is
made below).

4. STATISTICAL RESULTS FROM CENTRAL PLASMA SHEET

This section revisits a large set of survey data previously
described by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. Those data
were selected from a still larger set of magnetotail data using

criteria designed to represent the central plasma sheet. One
of those criteria, requiring that the mean energy of the ion
population as a whole be at least 1 keV, averaged over H +,
He ++, He +, and O ÷ ions, has been dropped here, since it

proved essentially redundant. The data were acquired over a
2-year period, 1978-1979 and include about 900 samplings of
the plasma sheet, where each sampling consists of a 1- to
3-hour averaging of the ion fluxes, sorted by mass and by
energy channel into the various spin and pitch angle bins.
The duration of each sampling corresponds to about 1 RE of
spacecraft travel along the orbit. The spatial coverage is
fairly uniform and extends from a geocentric distance of 10
RE to the ISEE 1 apogee near 23 R e, only including points
tailward of the dawn-dusk meridian (GSM X < 0). These

time-averaged flux samplings have been converted to veloc-
ity moments using the first set of assumptions described
above (gyrotropy). About 630 of these samplings (70%) are
covered by concurrent solar wind and IMF data in the
NSSDC OMNI files.

4.1. Evidence of a Solar Plasma Component
in the Plasma Sheet

Figure 1 illustrates several features of the principal plasma
sheet ions that are relevant to the following discussion.
Consider first the He ++ and the O + densities in the left

panel. These two species clearly behave differently in re-
sponse to varying geomagnetic substorm activity, as mea-
sured by the auroral AE index in Figure 1 (see Kamei and
Maeda [1981] and subsequent data books): the He ++ ions
are most numerous during extended periods of low activity,
whereas the O + ions are by far the most abundant during
active times. Since O + ions are known to be a major

component of the auroral and polar outflow of energetic
terrestrial ions [e.g., Yau et al., 1985], but He *+ ions are

not, this comparison alone suggests an extraterrestrial, or
solar, source for the He +*. If the helium were largely of
terrestrial origin, it would probably be mostly singly
charged, since He + ions are a well-known and often signif-
icant component of the ion outflow [CoUin et al., 1988]. This
is not the case in the plasma sheet, however, since the He ++
density in Figure 1 is substantially higher than the He +
density at all but the most strongly disturbed times.

Since the solar wind consists mainly of H + ions one would

thus expect the plasma sheet to have a large component of
such ions behaving in much the same manner as the He ++
component. That is indeed the case, as Figure l shows. The
H ÷ ions are also the most numerous during extended

periods of low substorm activity, and the H + ions, like the
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Fig. 1. Central plasma sheet densities (left) and mean energies (right) of the four major ions, averaged over all
samples and sorted according to the maximum level of auroral elecrojet (AE) activity during the sampling and the
preceding 6 hours. The thin horizontal lines in the right panel indicate the range of energy per nucleon that corresponds
to the most common range of solar wind bulk speeds. Error bars in this figure, and in Figures 3-7 and Figure 14 below,
show standard deviations of the averages (_+ one sigma [from Lennartsson, 1987]).

He*+ ions but unlike the O ÷ and He + ions, increase in

energy, on average, with increasing activity, as shown in the

right panel. If the mean energies are normalized by the

number of nucleons specific to each ion species, as done

here, then the H + and He ++ ions clearly show more

resemblence to each other than to either of the He * or O ÷
ions.

The similarlity between the normalized energies of H +
and He + + ions would probably seem greater still if the

energy range of the data were extended upward, since the

cutoff is measured in energy per charge, not energy per

nucleon. For an illustration of that point, see Figure 2. The

measured mean energies of the He + + and H + ions in this

example are about 3.1 and 4.0, respectively, when expressed

in units of keV/nucleon. However, if a complete Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution is fitted to the measured portion of

each distribution function, as described by Lennartsson and

Shelley [1986], the resulting thermal energies (kT) are 10.2

and 2.7 keV, respectively, which correspond to mean ener-

gies (3 kT/2) that are significantly closer in keV/nucleon (3.8

and 4.1). The distributions in Figure 2 are "typical" in the

sense that they are fairly well approximated by Maxwell-

Boltzmann distributions within the 0.1 to 16 keV/e energy

range, but that same approximation probably does not hold

for the high energy tails [cf. Christon et al., 1991]. On the

other hand, the high energy tails, above a few tens of keV/e,

probably do not follow the same heating trend with increas-

ing activity as the bulk of the distributions [Christon et al.,

1991].

As far as the H + population is concerned, there is some

inherent ambiguity in the relative importance of the solar and

terrestrial sources. The He ÷+/H + density ratio in the central

plasma sheet is on average lower than it is in the solar wind,

as can be seen from the left panel in Figure 1. The ratio here

peaks at about 3% during quiet times and is an average over

A 106

103

10 e
0 4 8 12 16 20

ENERGY/Q (kV)

Fig. 2. Typical examples of H + and He ++ energy distributions
(spin averaged) in the central plasma sheet. The error bars here
show the Poisson standard deviation of the count rates (---one
sigma), The thin straight lines represent Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
butions fitted as described in Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. (The
"zigzag" of the data points is partly due to the sampling procedure,
which included separate scans of odd and even energy channels.)
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the rising phase of solar cycle 21. The average ratio in the

solar wind during the corresponding phase of solar cycle 20

has been reported to rise from about 3.3% to about 4.5%

[Feldman et al., 1978], suggesting a value around 4% for the

solar component in Figure 1. A value of 3%, however, is

sufficiently close to suggest a predominant role of the solar

source. Whether the balance can be fully accounted for by a

terrestrial H + population, even during quiet times, or re-

quires some kind of discrimination against He + ÷ ions during

their transport to the central plasma sheet, is a question that

will be addressed in a future study.

4.2. Some Conditions on a Mechanism

for Solar Plasma Entry

According to the right hand panel of Figure I, those solar

wind ions that find their way to the central plasma sheet are

heated to energies substantially above their initial bulk flow

energy, except during extended periods of low substorm

activity, and this heating becomes stronger with increasing

activity. Since this process affects the H ÷ ions, which are

generally the most numerous, the result is a heating of the

plasma sheet ion population as a whole when substorm

activity is enhanced. This effect is well documented in the

literature [e.g., Hones et al., 1971; Huang and Frank, 1986;

Baumjohann et al., 1989]. When the H + and He +* ions are

heated, their density is reduced, according to the left panel

of Figure 1. This seems to imply that the heating process is

associated with an increasing rate of ion loss, perhaps

through a combination of injection into the ring current and

ejection downtail [e.g., Hones, 1979], and that this loss rate

temporarily exceeds the rate of solar ion entry.

Because the H + ions are so abundant during quiet times,

the reduction in their density during active times translates

to a reduction of the plasma sheet ion density as a whole [cf.

Lennartsson and Shelley, 1986]. This reduction takes place

all across the GSM Z extent ("thickness") of the plasma

sheet, as illustrated in Figure 3, and amounts to a reduction

in the total number of particles. This effect is not as well

documented in the literature as is the heating [cf. Huang and

Frank, 1986; Baumjohann et al., 1989], but it is consistent

with the substorm-related effect of "plasma sheet thinning",

since that thinning occurs without compression of the pre-

existing plasma [Hones et al., 1971]. Furthermore, the two

panels of Figure 1 can be seen to complement each other in

a physical sense, when these data are compared with avail-

able solar wind data (about 70% coverage). In particular, by

combining the densities and energies of the four ion species

in Figure I to form a total ion pressure, this pressure is seen

to be related to the proton ram pressure of the solar wind, as

shown in Figure 4.

The energies used in Figure 4 are those associated with

motion perpendicular to the local magnetic field, but because

the ion distributions are fairly isotropic, especially the H ÷

and the He ÷+ distributions, those energies are approxi-

mately equal to 2/3 of the energies in Figure ! (only 2 degrees

of freedom). The solar wind pressures in each bin include

both single hourly values, and averages of two or three

hourly values, depending on the length of the concurrent

plasma sheet samplings. Of the 2- and 3-hour plasma sheet

samplings available, only those that were obtained while the

GSM Z component of the hourly IMF remained either

positive or negative for the duration have been used in

Figure 4.

Given the relationship in Figure 4, it seems natural that an

increase in the average ion energy of the plasma sheet would

be accompanied by a decrease in its ion density, or vice

versa, in order that the "right" pressure be maintained. This

is not to say that the energy and density variations in the

plasma sheet always take place while the solar wind pressure

remains constant, but for any given solar wind pressure

there is probably a wide range of possible combinations of

plasma sheet energy and density, depending on other condi-
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tions. In fact, the heating of the plasma sheet is usually

associated with a negative (southward) GSM Z component

of the IMF, whereas the solar wind ram pressure is indepen-

dent of the sign of this IMF component [cf. Couzens and

King, 1986]. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.

As Figure 5 shows, the variations of the solar wind ram

pressure are mainly due to the large variations of the solar

wind density, and the relationship between pressure and

density is the same whether the IMF has a positive or a

negative B z. By contrast, the solar wind ion component in

the plasma sheet displays a pronounced asymmetry with

respect to the sign of the IMF Z component. The average

density is substantially reduced from solar wind values for

both polarities, but it stays at the lowest levels for a

negative, or southward, Bz (solid lines). Hence it does not

appear that a southward Bz "opens" the magnetopause to

let solar wind plasma enter; it may rather seem as though it

shuts out the solar Wind. However, another interpretation is

that the magnetopause is always open but that a southward

B z is associated with a higher rate of loss of solar wind

plasma from the region between 10 and 23 R E of the plasma

sheet, due to increased earthward and/or tailward convec-

tion [cf. Hones, 1979].

The positive Bz case in Figure 5 (dashed lines) is some-

what too coarsely defined to represent the maximum solar

ion content in the plasma sheet, with a given solar wind

density. By comparing with Figure 1, it is clear that the

plasma sheet ion energies in Figure 5 (right panel) remain too

high for this case to be limited to AE < 100 nT. One reason

is that hourly averages of the IMF components, as used

here, do not account for all significant variations of the Bz;

another reason may be that the plasma sheet content de-

pends not only on the concurrent conditions in the solar

wind but also on conditions during the preceding hour, or

even earlier. In any case, it does appear from these data that

the closer the IMF is to being northward, the weaker the

geomagnetic activity is and the larger the plasma sheet H

and He ++ densities are in comparison to the solar wind

density. This relationship is further clarified in Figure 6.

where the IMF direction within the GSM Y-Z plane is

divided into four ranges, but the solar wind pressure has

been averaged over. The IMF from the 1 hour preceding the

plasma sheet sampling has been used here in order to also

allow for some time delay between cause and effect. It is

worth remembering that high average H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ densi-

ties are associated with a "thick" (in GSM 2") plasma sheet

(Figure 3) and thus with a large total number of particles.

Considering Figure 6, one may ask the question: Does a

northward B z control the entry process, making it easier for

the solar wind plasma to reach Earth's plasma sheet? To

address that question, it is necessary to consider the magni-

tude of the IMF as well. Clearly, a vanishingly small IMF

can be of little physical consequence, regardless of its

direction, so the effect of the B Z on the entry process, if any,

must increase with increasing field strength, at least increase

over some range of field strength. This is examined in Figure

7, which shows the ion densities sorted by four ranges of the

IMF strength, under the condition that B z be positive. Two

sets of IMF values have been used, namely, the hourly value

obtained immediately preceding the plasma sheet sampling

(solid lines) and the maximum hourly value obtained while

the plasma sheet was being sampled (for up to 3 hours at a

time; dashed lines).

According to Figure 7, the plasma sheet H ÷ and He ÷ +

densities (top panels) do show some increase with increasing

IMF, at least for Illl < 15 nT, but so does the solar wind

density as well (bottom left panel). The solar wind densities

refer to the same hours as the IMF measurements here, and

only the hours preceding the plasma sheet samplings are

covered by the solid line. The dotted lines show, for com-

parison, the averages of all available solar wind samplings in

1978 and 1979 with positive B z (the corresponding averages

with negative B Z are identical). As found previously (in

Figure 5), the plasma sheet densities are expected to in-

crease with increasing solar wind density for northward Bz,

so the result in Figure 7 is probably negative: an increasing

IMF, with a northward Z component, does not cause a larger

fraction of the solar wind plasma to enter the plasma sheet.

Actually, when tBI exceeds 15 nT, the plasma sheet H +

density becomes a smaller fraction of the solar wind density,

presumably due to enhanced geomagnetic activity and in-

creasing loss rates. It appears that the plasma sheet He + +

density increases marginally more than does the H + density,

but that is probably to be expected, since larger values of the

IMF tend to be associated with larger solar wind He + +/H +

ratios, as reported by Borrini et al. [1983] and illustrated in

the bottom right panel.

In view of Figures 5 and 7 it seems logical to conclude that

the solar wind plasma would have ready access to Earth's

plasma sheet even if the IMF vanished altogether. Given a

typical solar wind density of about 8 cm -3, the density of the

solar ion component in the plasma sheet would apparently be

about 0.5 cm -3, when averaged over the volume sampled

here and averaged over solar wind velocities. The hourly

averaged IMF is not actually zero before or during any of the

plasma sheet samplings, but several values about ! .5-2.5 nT

are included, and those are associated with normal plasma

sheet densities (as high as 0.9 cm-3). When Figures !-7 are
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combined, these statistical data thus seem to suggest the

following conditions for solar plasma entry into the plasma
sheet: (1) It takes place during a wide range of geomagnetic

conditions, including times of extreme quiescence (Figures 1

and 3). (2) It can occur without a substantial increase in the

mean ion energies (Figure 1; quiet conditions). (3) It occurs

even when the solar wind magnetic field (IMF) is extremely

weak, and it may not require any such field at all (Figure 7).
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5. ANTISUNWARD FLOW OF H + AND HE + + IONS

IN THE TAlL

If one were to trace the solar ions backward in space, from

the central plasma sheet to the magnetosheath, one approach

would be to look for H + and He ++ ions with increasingly

"solar wind like" velocity distributions, assuming that their

distributions change gradually along their path. No such

tracing has been attempted with these data yet, except that it

was found in the statistical studies of the central plasma

sheet that the H + and He ++ ions-become less energetic

away from the center axis of the tail, that is, their mean

energies decrease both toward dawn and dusk and toward

the northern and southern boundaries of the plasma sheet

(e.g., Figure 12 of Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]).

As shown by Figure I, the entire (spatially averaged)

population of H + and He + + ions in the central plasma sheet

becomes solar wind like in energy when substorm activity

subsides and the AE goes to zero. The principal remaining

difference from the solar wind is that the plasma sheet ions

have become isotropized and dispersed in energy during the

entry. If some adjacent region of the tail, inside of the

magnetopause boundary layers, can be found to contain

such solar wind like ions under more disturbed conditions,

or better yet, if it contains H + and He ++ ions that are still

flowing antisunward, then it seems logical to assume that this

region lies on the path of the solar plasma, and that it is

closer to the source. Of particular interest here are the

regions forming the boundaries between the plasma sheet

and the northern and southern lobes, that is the PSBL. As a

case in point, consider Figure 8.

5.1. A Case From the Literature

Figure 8, from about 0930 UT and onward, covers an

event that has been discussed previously by Etcheto and

Saint-Marc [1985], although the ion composition aspect of

this event has not been explored in depth before. The Plasma

Composition Experiment on this occasion was being oper-

ated in an abbreviated energy-mass scan mode, only scan-

ning energies between 0.1 and 5 keV/e and only sampling

four M/Q channels, corresponding to H ÷ (open circles),

He ÷÷ (solid circles), O + (stars), and background (not
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shown). As a result, the time resolution is fairly high here,
with each scan cycle requiring about 2.8 rain. The coverage
is continuous, except for a few data gaps prior to 0930 UT.
The ISEE 1 magnetic field data [Russell, 1978] in the bottom
three panels have been averaged over the 2.8-min cycle time
of the mass spectrometer and are represented by points
centered at the middle of each cycle and interconnected by
solid lines.

The ion data in Figure 8 are in the form of velocity
moments, calculated by the second method described in
section 3 above (assuming rotational symmetry around the
flow velocity vector). Before discussing the content of
Figure 8 it may be of interest to compare the resulting ion

number density with the electron density that Etcheto and
Saint-Marc inferred from plasma wave data obtained by the
ISEE 1 and 2 relaxation sounder. Such a comparison is
shown in Figure 9.

The ion density in Figure 9 is based on the total ion count
rate, assuming that it is dominated by H + counts. This
provides for a more continuous coverage in time than
summing the H +, He ++, and O + densities. In this case it is
also well justified to assume that the H + ions are dominant,

as is clear from Figure 8 (top panel). In any case, the ion
density is in fair agreement with the electron density when
they both peak, while it tends to be lower afterward, forming
the lower envelope of the many electron density values. One
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possible explanation for this trend is that the ion bulk flow is

sufficiently fast to bring most ions to energies above 0.1
keV/e at the time of the density peak, which is indeed when

the flow speeds are at their maximum (Figure 8; third panel
down), while it is insufficient later on. Other explanations
may involve the different temporal resolutions of the two
kinds of measurements.

Returning to Figure 8, it can be seen that the population of
H* and He *+ ions changes character at about 0940 UT.
Prior to this time the ISEE 1 spacecraft is within the central
plasma sheet, although close to its southern boundary and
far toward the dawn flank (fairly low thermal energies in the
second panel); after this time it is within the southern PSBL,
as inferred by Etcheto and Saint.Marc [1985]. While in the

central plasma sheet, the instrument measures an essentially
isotropic population of H* and He * * ions, one that is drifting
only slowly (third panel) and in varying directions (fourth
panel), having most of its energy in the form of thermal
(random)motion (second panel). After 0940 UT, while in the
PSBL, the instrument measures a strongly ansotropic pop-
ulation of these ions, one that is flowing rapidly and fairly
steadily antisunward, or tailward, and has much lower

thermal energies. The latter population appears quite solar
wind like, even though the sum of the bulk flow energy and
the thermal energy (including thermal motion along the flow
vector), observed to vary between 0.3 and 1.2 keV/nucleon,
is somewhat low compared to the solar wind energies at this
time (1.3 to 1.5 keV/nucleon [cf. Couzens and King, 1986]).

It may be noted that this solar wind like ion population is
observed on a day which is not extremely quiet but actually
somewhat disturbed. The 3-hour Kp index during the first
half of this day hasthe values 3+, 5-, 3-, and 4, and the
hourly AE index ranges between 86 and 660 (being highest
between 1000 and 1100 UT). Had the ISEE 1 spacecraft been
well within the central plasma sheet at this time, the H* and
He +* mean energies would probably have been measured to
be about 3 to 4 keV/nucleon, according to Figure 1. It may
also be noted that the antisunward flow of the H + and He* +

ions after 0940 UT in the fourth panel of Figure 8 is not
exactly along the magnetic field vector, but some 10°-40 * to
the right, that is toward the interior of the tail. This translates
to a cross-B drift in the range of 30-100 km s -I and is
consistent with there being duskward E x B drift in the
PSBL on the dawnside. This particular feature will be dealt
with at some length in section 6.

5.2. Some Events Observed at Substorm Onsets

Plasma flows located in a layer of limited extent in GSM Z,
such as the PSBL, are most readily detected when this layer

moves back and forth across the path of the ISEE 1, which

often happens in conjunction with substorm activity [cf.
Eastman et al.., 1985]. Antisunward flows of the kind
illustrated in Figure 8, even if they exist most of the time,
may therefore tend to be observed as transient events. An

example of such transient flows is illustrated in Figure 10.
Figure 10 has basically the same format as Figure 8, but

the data from each accumulation period are displayed as
horizontal segments or bars. The instrument energy-mass
scan cycle, as indicated by the horizontal bars, is much

longer in this case, about 17 rain, and consists of multiple
scans through every fourth energy channel at various values

of M/Q, covering the full energy range for each M/Q by using
alternating sets of energy channels. Each energy is main-
tained for 4 s (1.3 spin revolutions). This cycle time is too
long to adequately resolve the substorm dynamics, but by
interpolating the total ion count rates in energy and assuming
that these are dominated by H ÷ ions, it is possible to
calculate "total ion" moments at a higher rate, as shown by
the solid lines in the top three panels. The magnetic field data
shown by solid lines in the bottom three panels have been
averaged over the same time intervals used for the total ion
data. Mass analyzed data are shown for H *, He +*, and O*,
using the same symbols as in Figure 8, as well as densities
only for He* ions (crosses; top panel). Due to the rather
complex energy-mass scan, it is not practical to display the
various ions with their actual sampling times within each
scan cycle. It is important to remember, however, that each
ion species has been measured intermittently, and that
different species have been sampled minutes apart. This
probably accounts for most of the differences in flow speed
and direction between H* and He ++ ions, for example
(third and fourth panels).

The event of special note here is the density peak near
noon (top panel). This peak is similar in magnitude to the
peak density in Figure 8, when measured by the total ions,
and like the peak in Figure 8 it contains H* and He *+ ions
with very low thermal energies (second panel) and rather fast
antisunward flow (third and fourth panels). This particular
event is one 6f about two dozen substorm onset events

which were brought to the attention of the author by C. Y.
Huang (private communication, 1988) (see also Huang et ai.
[1992]). One probable effect of this substorm [Huang et al.,
1992] is the sharp rise in the ion thermal energies after 1200
UT. This was a rather moderate substorm, with the hourly
AE peaking about 300 nT. Prior to this substorm the AE had
remained about 50-100 nT for many hours.

The antisunward flows of H* and He +* ions in Figure 10,
clearly observed during five of the 14 instrument scan cycles
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(fourth panel), are also located far toward the dawn flank,

like those in Figure 8. There is, however, a significant
difference in the magnetic field between the two figures. In

Figure 8, after about 1000 UT, the field is nearly parallel to

the ecliptic plane (second panel from bottom) and fairly

constant in magnitude (bottom panel), two conditions that

are common in the vicinity of the tail lobes and therefore

consistent with this region being the PSBL, as inferred by

Etcheto and Saint-Marc [1985] (compare also Parks et al.

[1984]), although those same conditions probably apply

equally well to the plasma mantle (tail lobe magnetopause

boundary layer [cf. Rosenbauer et ai., 1975]). In Figure 10,

by contrast, the magnetic field elevation angle is variable and

generally greater than 30 ° , and the field magnitude also

varies, and it is weaker than in Figure 8. These conditions

are more typical of the central plasma sheet, but they are

probably also consistent with the LLBL (low-latitude mag-

netopause boundary layer [of. Eastman et al., 1976]).

Based on the in situ data alone, it cannot be excluded that

the antisunward flows in Figure 10 are located in the LLBL,

rather than in the plasma sheet, although this distinction

depends on one's definition of the LLBL. The data in Figure
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10 were obtained at about 13 R E distance from the GSM X
axis (from the Earth-Sun line), near GSM X = -18 RE,
which would seem to be well inside of a nominal magneto-
pause. Compared to Figure 8, the ISEE 1 is 3.-4 RE closer to
the GSM X axis in Figure 10 and 4-5 RE farther down the
tag, so it ought to be several RE farther away from the
magnetopause in Figure 10 (including tag flaring). The mag-
netopause location does depend on solar wind conditions,
but those conditions, according to Couzens and King [1986],
do not suggest that the magnetopause is more compressed at
the time of Figure 10.

Since it may be doubted that the antisunward flows of H ÷
and He *+ ions in Figures 8 and 10 are really inside the

maguetotail, it is worth considering Figure 11. Figure 11 has
the same identical format as Figure 10, except the energy-
mass scan cycle is slightly shorter. Again of special note, the
density peak is near the center of Figure 11 (top panel),
around 0300 UT. As in Figures 8 and 10, this peak contains
H + and He ++ ions with reduced thermal energy (second

panel), which are flowing antisunward (fourth panel). The
most noticeable difference from before is the much lower

flow speed, only a few tens of km s- I (third panel). The O +
ions are more abundant here than in either of Figures 8 and
10, but only the H + and He ++ ions have a distinct peak in
their densities around 0300 UT, which is consistent with the
peak being dominated by ions of solar origin. Hence, in this
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case a dense population of antisunward flowing solar wind

like ions is located only about 5 RE from the GSM X axis. at

GSM X = - 12 RE, which surely is far inside of any realistic

magnetopause (solar wind conditions fairly normal at this

time). Judging from the geomagnetic field magnitude and

direction (bottom three panels), this event is very likely in

the southern PSBL. This interpretation is further supported

by the fact that the ion densities and energies are plasma

sheet like both before and after (compare Figure I).

The antisunward flow near 0300 UT in Figure 11 is yet

another event from the aforementioned list of substorm

onsets (C. Y. Huang, private communication, 1988). In this

case there is not a marked increase in the H ÷ and He ++

thermal energies, when compared to conditions before the

flow event, but there is another feature commonly associated

with substorms in the ISEE data: the antisunward ion flow at

substorm onset is followed by a burst of rapid sunward ion

flow [cf. Eastman et al., 1985]. The latter is best seen in the

total ion data here by the peak drift speed between 0310 and

0320 UT (third panel). Since the flow direction is sunward at

this time, also in the mass resolved H + and He ++ data, it

falls outside of the angular range of the fourth panel. As in

the case of Figure 10, the substorm is fairly moderate, with

a peak hourly AE of 561 nT between 0300 and 0400 UT.

Rather than showing more of these events in the format of

Figures 10 and ! 1, the most relevant parameters of the entire

set have been listed in Table 1, and the spatial location of

each event has been indicated in a graphical format in Figure

12. The numbering is the same in Table 1 and Figure t2 and

is ordered by dates. The events in Figures 10 and 11 have

events 14 and 3, respectively. The event in Figure 8 has also

been included as event 23.

The times listed in Table I are times of persistent antisun-

ward flow, as defined by the total ion count rates, called "all

ions" here. The flow during these intervals remains between

90 ° and 270 ° from the sunward direction in almost all cases,

and it is generally between 150 ° and 210 ° when the number

density peaks (assuming H + ions). A few of the longer inter-

vals include one or two brief (1-3 min each) excursions into the

sunward sector. The maximum flow speed during each interval

either coincides with the maximum number density or occurs

adjacent to it. The mass resolved data, in all but one event,

refer to the single energy-mass scan cycle that contains the

maximum in the "all ion" number density. The only exception

is event 23 (Figure 8), where two adjacent energy-mass scan

cycles at the density peak have been averaged in order to give

more equal weights to the H + and He ++ ions (only 2.8 min per

scan cycle in that case). The mean energies listed in Table I are

total energies, including the bulk flow energy. The percentage

ratios in the rightmost column refers to number densities.

The time intervals in Table 1 generally precede the sub-

storm onset as defined by C. Y. Huang (time of increasing

energetic ion fluxes [cf. Huang et al., 1992]), and some of

them end as early as 10 min or more prior to onset, as the

ISEE 1 moves into a tail lobe with count rates too low to

provide reliable moments (plasma sheet thinning). In about

half of the 23 events the antisunward flow is observed as the

ISEE 1 moves from the plasma sheet and into the southern

or northern tail lobe, suggesting that the flow is located in or

near the PSBL in those events. In all events, except events

8 and 14, the magnetic field magnitude and direction at least

make it probable that the location is adjacent to a tail lobe.

This includes a consideration of the ion beta values, which
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are less or much less than unity in all events but events 8 and

14. Of the latter two, event 14 has already been discussed

above (Figure 10). Event 8 may be in the central plasma

sheet (compare Figure 12).

In all events listed in Table 1 the H + ions are dominant,

their density being at least 10 times higher than that of the

second most abundant species, which is either the He ++ or

O +. Considering the energies of the H + ions, as listed in the

fourth column from the right, it would be reasonable to

assume that these ions are of terrestrial origin, having been

accelerated upward in the auroral regions [cf. Yau et al.,

1985]. This would probably seem the most logical interpre-

tation if only the total ion flux was being measured, without

the benefit of mass separation. Even with the ions separated,

-'this interpretation comes to mind, since the H + ions are

observed together with O + ions that are almost certainly of

terrestrial origin. However, when the energies of those two

species are compared (O + energies in the second column

from the right), it is seen that the O +/I-I + energy ratio ranges

from a low of 0.16 to a high of 6.7, which is a 42-fold range.

This contrasts with the He ++/H + energy ratio (He ++ ener-

gies in the third column from the right), which only ranges

between 2.6 and 5. I. Expressed in a statistical average and a

sample standard deviation,

O +-energy/H +-energy = 2.1 - 2.1

He + +-energy/H +-energy = 3.7 -+ 0.7
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TABLE I. Some Events of Antisunward Flow

Event

Date,
No. year/day Time, UT

1 79/050 1351-1400
2 79/061 1104-1147
3 79/091 0252--0302
4 79/100 0441--0528
5 79/104 1551-1707
6 79/! 14 1445-1522
7 79/127 1150-1221
8 79/138 1749--1829
9 79/143 2015-2027

10 80/018 0754--0831
11 80/030 0809--0902
12 80/032 2000-2010
13 80/050 0357-0410
14 80/057 1145-1206
15 80/059 0759--0836
16 80/068 1509-1600
17 80/083 1051-1113
18 80/085 1406-1520
19 80/091 0235--0309
20 80/092 1228--1250
21 80/094 0316--0323
22 80/107 1026-1055
23 82/053 0936-1300

All Ions
Mass Resolved

Mean Energy, keV
Vmax, Nma-, He + +/H +,
km/s cm "-_ H + He ++ O + %

200 0.45 3.06 10.3 0.49 5.1
130 0.82 1.59 6.56 7,82 3.3
60 2.04 i.17 4.16 1.72 2.2
70 0.49 2.90 10.9 4.49 2.0

220 0.40 3.71 9.55 3.50 5.0
300 0.18 5.11 17.5 6.09 1.7
200 0.25 1.97 9.57 0.81 !.3

30 0.79 3.69 12.1 1.58 1.3
25 0.12 2.15 8.49 3.85 5.6
70 0.20 2.53 9.7_] 0.97 1.7
45 0.41 1.72 7.38 1.62 1.3

230 0.07 2.75 lJ.9 2.31 1.6
225 0.18 4.83 12.3 5.11 1.3
365 4.46 1.11 3,11 7.36 4.7
125 0.15 3.48 10.5 5.59 1.6
50 0.47 2.00 7.74 4.45 2.2

I00 0.88 0.94 4.18 6.26 3.5
120 !.66 0.50 1.91 3.37 i.7
160 !.60 1.97 7.20 3.70 3.6
35 O.14 ! .33 5.04 2.46 4.5
30 0.28 1.49 6.24 I. ! I 6.4
65 0.39 !.35 5.74 3.53 4.8

290 6.16 0.75 2.35 1.38 6.5

Hence there is virtually no correlation between the H +

and O + ions in terms of energy (correlation coefficient =

0.1), whereas the H÷ions are fairly well correlated with the

He + + ions, which are presumably of solar origin (correlation

coefficient = 0.9). The modest scatter in the He++/H +

energy ratio may be due in part to a small and variable

terrestrial component of the H+but is probably also due in

large part to the fact that different ion species are always

sampled at slightly different times (minutes apart). This

correlation between the H + and He ++ energies, coupled

with the fact that the He++/H + energy ratio is close to the

same as in the solar wind (about 4.0), makes it very plausible

that the antisunward flows listed in Table 1 are all dominated

by ions from the solar wind.

It should also be pointed out that the H + and He + + ions

observed during these events resemble the ion component of

a plasma region recently described by Zwolakowska and

Popielawska [1991]. This region, named the "warm enve-

lope of the plasma sheet" by Zwolakowska and Popielawska

is located between the tail lobes and the hotter and more

isotropic plasma sheet, and it is characterized by densities

greater than 0.1 cm-3, electron temperatures lower than 100

eV, and an ion component dominated by H + and He ++ ions

with a solar wind like ratio. It has the greatest thickness (in

GSM Z) during periods of northward IMF and is the thickest

near the flanks of the tail. It is presumably related to the

PSBL, which has been defined mostly by ISEE data, but the

relationship is unclear, according to the authors, perhaps

due in large part to different measuring conditions. Their

observations have been made from the Russian spacecraft

Proguoz 8, which, like the ISEE 1 and 2 spacecraft, has a

strongly elliptical orbit (apogee at 30 Re) but an orbit of

much greater inclination (65"), providing almost perpendic-

ular traversals of the northern lobe. Zwolakowska and

Popielawska suggest that this "warm envelope" consists

mostly of solar wind plasma originating from the LLBL.

Unfortunately, the orientation of the Proguoz 8 spin axis

(sunward) precludes a direct verification of the antisunward
flows described here.

6. Discussion

Given Table 1 and Figure 12, the natural question to ask is:

What mechanism brings solar wind ions to these locations

inside the tail, in most cases without substantially increasing

their total energy (bulk flow energy plus thermal energy)?
At first glance, it might seem possible that these antisun-

ward flowing ions actually entered much farther down the

tail, where they were deflected toward Earth (sunward) by

the mechanism discussed by Speiser [1965] and others and

subsequently mirrored close to Earth before being inter-

cepted by the ISEE 1. This interpretation does have prob-

lems in these cases, however. One is the energies; these ions

do not generally have energies quite as large as one would

expect from this mechanism, where the initial deflection is

caused by the combined action of a dawn-to-dUsk electric

field, which accelerates the ions, and the Z component of the

geomagnetic field [cf. Lyons and Speiser, 1982]. Another

problem is the location; the mirrored and antisunward flow.

irig ions would be expected to be closer to the midplane of

the plasma sheet than the sunward flowing ions, due to E ×

B drift in the dawn-to-dusk electric field. In all cases where

the ISEE 1 enters either of the lobes, the antisunward

flowing ions are found adjacent to the lobe, and there is no

evidence of sunward flows in the lobe itself (not illustrated).

Another possibility, which is the one argued here, is that
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Fig. 13. Cross sections of a geomagnetic tail with internal

closure of equipotentials (tubular) associated with electric field in
the low latitude magnetopause boundary layer (LLBL). (a) Concep-
tual geometry showing associated electric field (open arrows) and
E x B drift (solid arrows). (b) Equipotentiais adjusted to fit observed

cross-B drifts in central plasma sheet (see text).

these ions reach their point of observation by duskward or

dawnward E x B drift parallel to the PSBL, having entered
the tail on the flanks, in the LLBL (on closed field lines [cf.

Eastman et al., 1976]), or at the junction of the LLBL and

the plasma mantle (on open field lines [cf. Rosenbauer et al.,

1975]). A feasible mechanism for this kind of motion is

shown schematically in Figure 13.

Figure 13 is based on the fact that the LLBL on either

flank is at least partially situated on closed geomagnetic field

lines, and is therefore associated with a polarization electric
field directed toward dawn [e.g., Eastman et al., 1976;

Mitchell et al., 1987]. This field, having the same direction

on both the dawn and dusk flanks, allows the boundary layer

plasma to flow tailward (antisunward). The mechanism re-

sponsible for these boundary layers need not be an issue

here; the essential aspects are empirical: the LLBL is

virtually always present and appears to contain plasma of

mostly solar origin at energies below 10 keV [Mitchell et al.,

1987].

Even though the electric field in the LLBL may vary in

magnitude over the course of time, it does maintain its

dawnward orientation, at least in an average sense, and

therefore must have a curl-free component, as assumed in

Figure 13. Another way of stating this is to integrate Fara-

day's law i'rom time t i to time t2, choosing these times such

that the tail magnetic field has identical configurations at

both t I and t2:

s, )': (curiE) dt = curl E dt = - B dt =0

I I t

In other words, the time-averaged electric field must be

curl-free, at least, which means that it must be associated

with closed equipotential surfaces. Whether all such sur-

faces close within the tail, as suggested in Figure 13, may be

questionable, but the ones that do will encounter a different

magnetic field orientation at different points, as indicated in

Figure 13a. Since the electric field is perpendicular to each

equipotential surface (open arrows), the associated E x B

drift direction will vary as indicated by solid arrows. These

arrows have the proper directions, near both dusk and dawn

and near both the northern and southern lobes, to transport

solar plasma (ions and electrons) from the tail flanks and into

the central plasma sheet.

Is this potential configuration supported by data? The

electric fields near the midplane, in both the LLBL and the

central plasma sheet, have the directions usually associated

with those regions in the literature, so the questionable parts

are the ones ascribed to the PSBL here. Unfortunately, the

spin axis of the ISEE 1 is generally parallel or antiparallel to

the expected directions of the electric field in these parts, so

the ISEE I Double Probe Experiment [Mozer et al., 1978],

having booms extended only within the spin plane, is not

well suited to prove or disprove this picture.

Of the antisunward flows examined here, event 23 in Table

I shows the most consistent drift across the magnetic field in

a direction that agrees with Figure 13a (compare Figure 8,

fourth panel, after 0945 UT). The other events present a

more complex picture. If the total ion moments are used

(assuming H + ions are dominant), in order to maximize time

resolution (1-3 rain), the drift velocity during several events

shifts, once or more, from one side of the magnetic field to

the other, and in some cases the drift is consistently opposite

to the direction prescribed by Figure 13a for that quadrant of

the tail. Barely more than half of the events show a clear

predominance of drift in the "right" direction. On the other

hand, if the equipotential surfaces are folded near the lobes,

as outlined in Figure 13b, they can be made consistent with

the observed drift directions, assuming that the events with

a drift toward the flanks are observed further into the plasma

sheet. This is not a mere contrivance; equipotential surfaces

of this shape could be produced by a net charge in the PSBL,

a charge with the same polarity as the inside of the adjacent

LLBL (positive at dawn, negative at dusk).

Some indirect support for Figure 13 may be found in the

works of Orsini et al. [1990, and references therein]. They

have examined a large number of strongly collimated an-

tisunward flows of ions in or near the PSBL, using the ISEE

2 EGD Positive Ion Experiment [Bonifazi et al., 19781,

covering energies between about 50 and 5 keV/e. The ions

have been observed during geomagnetically disturbed peri-

ods, and have been identified as O + ions, using concurrent

data from the ISEE ! Plasma Composition Experiment. The

EGD instrument, when pointing in a sunward sector, pro-

vides a higher angular resolution (5.6 ° or 2.8 °, depending on

bit rate) than the Plasma Composition Experiment and is
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Fig. 14. Average plasma sheet H + drift velocity perpendicular
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standard deviation of the averages.)

more sensitive to the relative orientation between the ion

flow and magnetic field directions. The statistical results of

Orsini et al. show strong evidence ore x B drift (up to 40 km

s - i) from the tail flanks toward the center of the tail on the

northern lobe side of the plasma sheet (e.g., Figure l0 of

Orsini et al. [1990]), in agreement with Figure 13a or 13b.

Their results suggest a similar situation on the southern lobe

side of the plasma sheet, but the statistics is poor there.

Their results also indicate that the E x B drift reverses

direction across the PSBL and point toward the flanks

immediately inside the plasma sheet. This would again

suggest that the equipotential surfaces of Figure 13a be

modified as shown in Figure 13b.

Further corroborating evidence for E x B drift toward the

flanks inside the plasma sheet can be found among the

results of the statistical study discussed in section 4 (among

results not previously published). This is illustrated in Figure

14, which shows the average GSE X and Y components (spin

plane components) of the H ÷ bulk velocity in the central

plasma sheet, derived under the restriction that only mea-

surements at pitch angles between 45 ° and 135" be included

in the moment calculations. These velocity components are

thus rough measures of the average ion drift perpendicular to

the measured magnetic field (and in the spin plane). Accord-

ing to this figure, the ion drift inside the plasma sheet is

generally sunward, even during periods of northward IMF,
and toward the dawn and dusk flanks. This is consistent with

a spatial averaging of the E x B drift produced by the

equipotential surfaces in Figure 13b, not including the drift

immediately adjacent to the lobes. The lobes and the near-

lobe regions of the plasma sheet were intentionally excluded

from the statistical material used for Figure 14 (compare

criteria used by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]).

It should be mentioned that Orsini et al. [1990] interpreted

their results in terms of a slightly different electric field

model, namely the one constructed by Rostoker and Bos-

tr6m [1976]. One salient feature of that model is charge

layers between the lobes and the plasma sheet, positive on

the dawn side of midnight, negative on the dusk side,

predicting the same kind of dawn-dusk and dusk-dawn drifts

as observed by Orsini et al. around the PSBL. This is the

only model feature addressed by Orsini et al., so their results

can also be seen as indirect support of Figure 13b. The model

of Rostoker and Bostr6m differs somewhat from Figure 13b

in the treatment of the central plasma sheet (Figure 4 of

Rostoker and BostrOm), and it extends through the tail

lobes, which Figure 13b does not address. As far as the

central plasma sheet is concerned, it is worth remembering

that Figure 13b is consistent with the observed average drifts

in Figure 14. Furthermore, Figure 13b is by its definition

consistent with the known direction of the electric field in the

LLBL [e.g., Eastman et al., 1976]. As far as the tail lobes

are concerned, the electric field structure may be largely

controlled by the electromagnetic conditions in the solar

wind itself. Those same conditions probably influences the

electric field in the plasma sheet as well, especially during

geomagnetically disturbed times, but Figure 13b may never-

theless represent some kind of "ground state".

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Closing equipotential surfaces from the LLBL in accor-

dance with Figure 13 could, in principle, provide access of

solar wind plasma along slots between the tail lobes and the

plasma sheet by means of E x B drift. That kind of access

would explain why solar wind like H ÷ and He + ÷ ions can be

observed flowing antisunward, along the tail magnetic field

lines, in a region between the lobes and the central plasma

sheet (Table 1 and Figure 12). Figure 13 does not necessarily

require that these ions maintain an antisunward flow com-

ponent along the magnetic field once they have crossed the

magnetopause, but such a component may remain from the

initial inertia of the ions in the magnetosheath. In any case,

this component must eventually be converted to thermal

motion as the ions enter the central plasma sheet, since in

that region the ions are well known to be nearly isotropic

[e.g., Eastman et al., 1985; Orsini et al.., 1990].

The LLBL acts as a "voltage generator" in Figure 13

[e.g., Eastman et al., 1976]. Since the LLBL is present

during times of northward as well as southward IMF [e.g.,

Mitchell et al., 1987], Figure 13 may provide access of solar

plasma to the plasma sheet during a wide range of geomag-

netic conditions, including times of extreme quiescence.

This would satisfy condition 1 of section 4.2 (end of section;

compare also Figures 1 and 3). Since, according to the

findings of Mitchell et al. [1987], the LLBL may be entirely

on closed magnetic field lines for northward IMF, but only

partially so for southward IMF, and since the LLBL is also

thicker for northward IMF, Figure 13 may even suggest that

the solar wind access is the most efficient during times of
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northwardIMF,thatis,duringquiettimes.Thatwouldhelp
explainFigures5and6.However,asmentionedinsection
4.2,it is alsoconceivablethatthelowerH÷ andHe"*
densitiesduringtimesof southwardIMF arecausedby
increasedlossinassociationwithsubstormactivity.

Figure13mayallowsolarionstoenterthecentralplasma
sheetfairlycloseto theearth(insideof 23RE), without

requiring that they first visit a thin current layer ("neutral

sheet") far downtail in order to be deflected earthward [e.g.,
Speiser, 1965]. As a consequence, the ions may at times fill

the plasma sheet while undergoing little or no net energiza-

tion. That would satisfy condition 2 in section 4.2. More-

over, having the solar ions enter the near-Earth plasma sheet

this way, rather than by earthward jetting from some distant

location downtail, may be easier to reconcile with the

previous finding by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] that the

He _÷ (and H +) ions are significantly less energetic near the

northern and southern edges of the central plasma sheet than

they are near GSM Z = 0 (see Figure 12 of Lennartsson and

Shelley). In other words, Figure 13 does not require that the

northern and southern boundaries of the plasma sheet be

dominated by very fast moving, earthward jetting ions, as

might be the case if all solar ions were to arrive from the

distant tail under the influence of a dawn-to-dusk electric

field.

Finally, there are reasons to believe that the LLBL on the

tail flanks would form even if the solar wind itself had no

magnetic field [e.g., Coleman, 1971; Eastman et al., 1976;

Olson and Pfitzer, 1985]. One feasible mechanism is pro-

vided by the gradient B drifts of solar wind particles in the

outer fringes of the geomagnetic field, drifts that are in

opposite directions for ions and electrons and are capable of

generating boundary layer electric fields with the proper

polarity [Olson and Pfitzer, 1985]. Closing the associated

equipotential surfaces in accordance with Figure 13 could

therefore provide access of solar wind plasma to the earth's

plasma sheet even in the absence of an interplanetary

magnetic field _IMF). That would satisfy condition 3 in
section 4.2.
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Tail lobe ion composition at energies of 0.1 to 16 keV/e:

Evidence for mass-dependent density gradients

O. W. Lennartsson

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Incorporated, Research and Development, Palo Alto, California

Abstract. A large set of energetic (0.1- to 16-keV/e) ion composition data from the
central magnetotail, obtained by the ISEE i spacecraft between 10 and 23R E from
Earth, is sorted according to measured total ion beta value, in order to investigate
whether bulk properties of different ions vary in different ways between plasma sheet
and lobes, as suggested by a comparison of certain experimental and theoretical results

in the literature. Despite inevitable difficulties with extracting statistically valid data at
very low beta (10 -2 or lower), the results seem to support a recent theoretical model
suggesting that lighter ions have a steeper density gradient than heavier ions, especially
when comparing H + ions with O + ions. The results also indicate that ion velocity
distributions are fairly isotropic even at low beta, at least those of H + ions, although
field-aligned flows are common. The results are evaluated in the context of plasma
transport and are found to lend some support to the notion that tail lobe convection
may be directed inward from the dawn and dusk flanks.

1. Introduction

As far as plasma measurements are concerned, the tail
lobe regions of Earth's magnetosphere are unique in that
they are typically not identified by characteristic particle
signatures but rather by the disappearance of instrument
response, or "plasma dropout" [e.g. Hones et al., 1986].
What is known points to a very low panicle density, at least
inside of a few tens of Earth radii, where 10-2 cm-3 may be

a typical number [Akasofu et al., 1973; Zwickl et al., 1984],
and energies significantly lower than in the plasma sheet
[Akasofu et al., 1973; Hardy et al., 1979]. It is also known
that the lobes contain narrowly collimated tailward streams
of ions, at least part of the time, and that these streams
consist not only of H + ions but to an even greater extent of
O + ions, presumably of terrestrial origin [Sharp et al., 1981].
The data on these streams are so far the only information
available on the ionic composition of the tail lobe plasma.

This study is an extension of the work by Sharp et al.
[1981], using a much larger data set from the same experi-
ment (on ISEE 1) End taking a different approach. It is
motivated by some apparent discrepancies between different
sets of tail ion composition data and between data and
theory. The difference in the data refers to the studies by
Sharp et al. [1981] and Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. As
already mentioned, the former study found the O + ions to be
more abundant than H + ions in the tail lobes, at least when

the geomagnetic 3-hour range index Kp is abo_e 3+,
whereas the latter study found the H + ions to be the usually
most abundant in the central plasma sheet, even during
geomagnetically disturbed conditions. Nevertheless, by
sorting data according to the geocentric solar magneto-
spheric (GSM) Z coordinate (south-north direction), Len-
nartsson and Shelley found the O +/1-t+ density ratio to peak

in a 5Re wide bin centered at Z = 0, on average (their

Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 93JA03201.
0148-0227/94/93JA-03201$05.00

Figure 9b), in apparent disagreement with the greater
O+/H + ratio in the lobes. This may imply either that the lobe

and plasma sheet ions have substantially different origins, or
that the use of a fixed-scale coordinate like the GSM Z can

give misleading results. It is certainly possible that a statis-
tical peak in the O +/H ÷ ratio near Z = 0 is mainly the result

of spatial thinning of the plasma sheet during substorms
[Hones et al., 1971], when the O+/H + ratio is typically
enhanced in both the lobes and the plasma sheet.

The difference between data and theory refers to the study

by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] and a recent theory of tail

pressure equilibria by Kiessling and Ziegler [1989]. The
latter, which uses statistical mechanics rather than MHD, is
the first theoretical analysis of tail equilibria with two ion

components present, namely H + and O + ions. Under fairly
general assumptions about the relative bulk velocities of the
two ion components and the electrons (affecting the cross-
tail current) this theory requires that the O + ions form a
spatially thicker sheet, in GSM Z, than do the H + ions
(Figures 4 through 7 in that paper). As a consequence, the
O*/H _ density ratio becomes larger than one in the tail
lobes, even if it is much less than one in the central plasma
sheet. This may seem to be in agreement with the result of
Sharp et al. [1981], even though the theoretical velocity

distributions are essentially isotropic, not narrow streams,
but it is again in apparent disagreement with the statistical Z
dependence found by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. Since
the theory assumes that each ion component has identical
thermal velocity distributions in the plasma sheet and the
lobes, except for the overall amplitudes, it suggests that a
variation of the O+/H + ratio with Z can be due to local

conditions rather than to the particle sources. The implica-
tion is, as stated by Kiessling and Ziegler, that the effect is

produced by the different ionic mass of the two components.
This study, like the one by Lennartsson and Shelley

[1986], treats the ion data in a statistical fashion, but it sorts
them according to the calculated ion beta, instead of GSM Z,
and follows them well into the lobes. This procedure, as it
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happens, removes the aforementioned discrepancies. The

approach differs from that of Sharp et al. [1981] in that all

detector counts are included here (corrected for background --'-
." 10

noise), not merely isolated counts exceeding three standard

deviations of a Poisson distribution (at least 10 counts per

unit sampling). The deficiency in individual counts is com- >- 0

pensated for by summing them (weighted) into ion velocity

moments, while keeping score of the resulting total standard 03 _ lO

deviations. The objective is to extract the maximum possible o

information from available data. The rationale may be de-

scribed by a metaphor: if anything is hidden in a dark place,

one is more likely to see it by going there with only a candle .---,

at hand than by staying under the bright porch light. _

2. Database

The ion data are from the Plasma Composition Experi-

ment on the ISEE 1 spacecraft [Shelley et al., 1978] and
cover for the most part the energy range between I00 eV/e
and 16 keV/e. This instrument measures ions at various

mass per charge (M/Q) in a cyclic fashion, usually by

scanning the full range of energy per charge (E/Q) while

maintaining a fixed M/Q. Each E/Q setting is typically kept
fixed for at least one full spacecraft spin period (3 s). A

complete energy-mass scan cycle in the magnetospheric

modes of operation usually requires about 8 to 17 min and

includes an M/Q setting (<1) which provides direct mea-

surements of detector noise due to penetrating high-energy

radiation (mostly MeV electrons). This detector background

is subtracted from the other measurements before convert-

ing counts to velocity moments. The ion data are supple-

mented with magnetic field data from the ISEE I flux gate

magnetometer [Russell, 1978]. A more detailed description

of the instrument and the data format is given in the

appendix.

The data set has been spatially limited to a "central taft"

region, defined according to Figure 1 in terms of GSM

coordinates. Each point in Figure 1 represents a single

energy-mass scan cycle of the instrument, that is a single

mass-resolved plasma sample. This region lies at GSM R

between 10 and 23Re, the latter being the ISEE 1 apogee,

and at X < -5R e and -10R e < Y < 10R e . The bias

toward positive Z is a consequence of the ISEE 1 orbit. The

data span a total time period from January 2, 1978, to March

!, 1980.

The GSM boundaries are somewhat arbitrary, although

they encompass a region where the ISEE 1 spacecraft

provides regular sampling of the tail lobes (mostly of the

northern lobe). Outside of this region, at IY_ > 10Re, the

plasma sheet is often too thick (in the Z direction) to allow

that, especially during geomagnetically quiet periods. The

ISEE 1 is expected to be well inside of the magnetopause

while in this region, but the data have been additionally

screened for possible evidence of magnetosheath or solar

wind plasmas by the data analysis program. This screening

has been based on velocity moments, combining the mass-

resolved H + and He + + moments as well as the "total ion"

moments, assuming that the latter are well representative of

H + ions (see appendix).

Apart from the GSM boundaries in Figure !, the data have

not been ordered explicitly by spatial coordinates here.

Instead, they have been ordered by the relative strengths of

the measured particle and magnetic field pressures perpen-

ion beta > 0.i ion beta < 0.1
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Figure 1. Spatial extent of selected tail data set in geocen-

tric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates, subdivided
according to measured ion beta.

dicular to the magnetic field vector, that is by the measured

ion beta value in the 0.1- to 16-keV/e energy range, or

strictly speaking, by an approximate estimate of the true

beta. This estimate has been made with the second set of

assumptions listed in the appendix (section A2), and always

includes the H + pressure, and in most cases the partial

pressures of He ++, He +, and O + ions as well (all four

species usually measured).

This beta value is one obtained in the frame of reference of

the spacecraft, rather than the more physically correct value

that would be inferred by an observer moving with the local

E × B drift, which is not known. A rough estimate of the

resulting error can be made by subtracting, from each partial

ion pressure, an energy density corresponding to the trans-B

component of the respective drift velocity derived with the

first set of assumptions listed in the appendix (section A2).

That has been tried and found to have no significant effect on

the statistical picture, mainly because that component of the

drift energies is relatively small in most cases.

The final size of this data set is further limited by the

availability of magnetic tape records of the auroral electrojet
(AE) indices, which have been used to divide the data

according to geomagnetic activity (see Kamei and Maeda

[1981] and subsequent data books). As a result, no data from
1977 have been included.

3. Statistical Results

Many aspects of the data are qualitatively similar for

different ion species, so in order to save figure space, a single

species, namely the H +, will serve as an example to be

referred to later. The H ÷ has always been measured here,

and it is almost always present in statistically significant
numbers.
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Figure 2. (Top) Density samplings of H + ions during (left) quiet and (right) active geomagnetic

conditions (see text), and (bottom) statistical uncertainty of each sampling, ordered by corresponding total

ion beta. Straight lines intersecting this and following figures are linear least squares fits referred to in the
text (all fits are unweighted).

3.1. Proton Density and Energy in Central Tail

Figure 2 shows the H + number density (top) in the central

tail (Figure 1) and the relative statistical uncertainty (one

standard deviation) of this density (bottom), ordered by total

ion beta, as defined above, and by geomagnetic activity. The
latter has been measured each time by two consecutive

hourly AE values, one from the preceding hour and one from
the current hour (in universal time). In the left panels are

only included those H + densities obtained when the two AE

values were both below 100 nT, in the right panels are

densities obtained when the two AE values were both above

200 nT. This selection does exclude a substantial portion of

the data (about 34%), but the differences between quiet and

active times are hardly sufficient to justify a third and

intermediate group. The reason for using both the preceding
and current hours for the AE is to allow for some inertia in

the transport of ions, especially of ions from the Earth,

although this precaution is somewhat academic in light of the

strong autocorrelation of the AE index over many hours (see

Kamei and Maeda [1981]; see also Lennartsson and Shelley

[ 1986]).

The left and fight panels of Figure 2 are based, respec-

tively, on 2720 and 3804 independent density numbers, some
of which fall below 10-3 cm-3, even including some nega-

tive ones at beta <10 -2 . Occasional negative "densities"

are a normal statistical effect of subtracting a separately

measured background count rate from the count rates in the

various ion channels, when the signal-to-noise ratio falls

below one. This is reflected in the bottom panels by large

statistical uncertainties, or "errors," sometimes exceeding

the density itself.

The errors plotted here are the ratio between the calcu-

lated standard deviation, which contains the background

standard deviation twice (via a sum of variances; see Len-

nartsson and Sharp [1982]) and is positive by definition, and

the absolute value of the net density. These numbers have

been stored rounded to integers in the data files, representing

a percentage, which accounts for the horizontal striations.

Values of zero percent have been set to 0.5% when fitting the

two straight lines (log-log scale) by the linear (unweighted)

least squares method [Bevington, 1969, pp. 92-118]. These

lines have no other purpose here but to highlight the inherent

dependence of data quality on the local beta value. Needless

to say, the corresponding correlation coefficients are signif-

icant, being R = -0.77 on the left and = -0.79 on the fight

[Bevington, 1969, pp. 119-127; Press et al., 1986, pp. 484-

487].

Figure 2 shows that a density of 10-3 cm-3 is typically

close to the statistical limit of resolution of H ÷ ions in these

data. The reason is that density numbers used here, like

other moments, are all based on essentially random mea-

surements of the accessible velocity space, whether it is

filled by mostly noise or mostly signal. It is possible to lower

the sensitivity threshold another factor of 10, in terms of ion

density, by concentrating on ions that are focused in energy

and angle to within a few instrument accumulations [Sharp
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Corresponding (top) mean energies of H _ ions and (bottom) their uncertainties.

et al., 1981], but that is also sure to exclude any hot and

near-isotropic ion component that may be present.

To be more specific, an isotropic Maxweli-Boltzmann

distribution of H + ions with a few keV thermal energy and a

density of 10-3 cm-3 generates about one count every 2 to

4 s in this instrument, a rate roughly half as large as the

typical background in the lobes, and a total of about 40

counts over the course of a full energy-angle scan of H ÷

ions. That means 40 net counts after subtraction of an

average background rate derived from a sum of 50 to 100

counts in the background channel (about the same total

accumulation time). Hence it is practically impossible to

discern such a distribution from an energy-angle spectrum of

raw counts, but by subtracting an appropriate background

and weighting and integrating the counts into number density

it becomes possible, albeit with a standard deviation typi-

cally between 30% and 40%, because of the background

standard deviation. This example illustrates the fact that the

signal-to-noise ratio does not have to be greater than one in

order for a calculated density to be greater than three

standard deviations, but this ratio ought not to be much less

than I/2 with typical lobe background rates.

Figure 3 shows the H + mean energy (top) and relative

uncertainty (bottom) in the same format, except that the top

panels have a linear scale on the ordinate and linear regres-

sion lines as well (R = 0.45 on the left, = 0.57 on the right).

Since the mean energy is a ratio between energy density and

number density, it has no physical or mathematical meaning

if either or both of those densities are negative, so energies

have only been calculated for positive values of both densi-

ties. The resulting number of points is 2673 (left) and 3510

(right), and the regression lines in the bottom panels have R

= -0.84 deft) and = -0.85 (right). It may be noted that

energies, at any given beta, are typically higher at AE > 200

nT, while densities are lower (Figure 2).

Although the trend is clearly to have lower energies at

lower beta, the very highest mean energies have also been

sampled at beta <0.1. Except for a few, these extreme

values are not, as one might expect, caused by large statis-

tical errors, because most remain when these plots are

redrawn including only values with a relative sigma of less

than I/3 (not shown). In some cases they appear to represent

beams of H * ions moving toward the Earth at high speed (up

to 1200 km s-_; see also DeCoster and Frank [1979] and

Eastman et at. [1985]), in other cases they may be the result

of aliasing caused by brief enhancements in the ion flux while

the instrument is sampling the higher-energy channels. The

relative importance of rapid earthward flows may be judged

from Figure 4, which shows the X component of the calcu-
lated bulk velocities of H + ions.

In any case the great majority of H ÷ energies are quite low

at low beta, especially at quiet times, a result that is

consistent with many earlier reports of reduced proton

energies adjacent to the tail lobes, as measured with regular

electrostatic analyzers [e.g., Akasofu et al., 1973]. Taken

together, Figures 3 and 4 imply that the H ÷ energies are

generally dominated by random, or "thermal," motion at all

beta. This will become even clearer when angular distribu-

tions are discussed in section 3.4. It should be mentioned

that the regression lines in the top panels of Figure 3 remain

almost identical when the plots are limited to points with

sigma <1/3 (not shown). This is a good indicator that
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background counts have been properly subtracted from all

samples, since the background would tend to bias the

apparent mean energy toward a rather high value of about 5

keV/e.

3.2. Relative Densities of Other Ions

Figure 5 shows the ratios between the other ion densities

and the H ÷ density, as a function of the same beta and AE.

In forming these ratios, each value of the H ÷ density has

first been compared with its own standard deviation, or

sigma, and in the relatively rare events that it is smaller than

one sigma (100% or greater error), including sign, the sigma

value has been used to represent the H ÷ density in each

ratio. The reason for doing this is to avoid large but physi-

cally meaningless ratios.

The straight-line segments in each panel are least squares

fits (log-log) to points at beta <0.1, only including positive

ratios. Rather than enumerating the correlation coefficient

and number of samplings for each panel, it may suffice to say

that R is about -0.5 to -0.7 and is based on some 425 to

1374 samplings, which means that R is significant in each

case. The feature of principal interest here is the consistent

increase in the density ratios with decreasing beta. This

implies that the H ÷ density falls off faster than any of the

other densities as one moves into a tail lobe from the plasma

sheet.

There are numerous (hundreds of') negative ratios not

shown in Figure 5, mostly at beta <0.1 (examples will be

shown later). Negative densities are more common with

He_*, He ÷ , and O ÷ ions than with H + ions, for two

reasons. One is that the heavier ions must have a larger

number density in order to produce a given count rate at a

given energy; the other is that the heavier ions generally

have a lower count rate to begin with. The result is a lower

signal-to-noise ratio and a greater sensitivity to background

subtraction. This subject will be discussed in more detail

below.

In order to verify the gross trends of the density ratios,

Figure 6 shows a subset of the same data, one in which every
ratio is based on densities, numerator as well as denomina-

tor, with a relative sigma of less than I/3 (densities greater

than 3 sigma). This subset is much smaller, especially at beta

<0.01. Nevertheless, the six regression lines remain much

the same in each case, and the respective correlation coef-

ficients, ranging from a low of -0.34 (top left) to a high of

-0.72 (middle left), are still significant, considering the

remaining number of points. In fact, even in the least

significant case, the one with the fewest points remaining

(middle left; 43 points), the probability of having no actual

correlation is less than 10 -7 [Bevington, 1969, pp. 119-127;

Press et al., 1986, pp. 484-487].

It makes no difference whether the 3-sigma criterion used

for Figure 6 is applied to the absolute value of each density,

or only allows positive densities. At 3 sigma there are no

negative ratios left, but there are still 3240 remaining positive

ratios (adding all panels). Hence the problem with negative

"densities" is eliminated at the 3-sigma level, in this case,

although at that level a large portion of valid data is also

being discarded. By comparison, there are still some 50

negative ratios left at the 2-sigma level (0.5% of all remaining

values).

3.3. Intereomparison of Energies

Figure 7 is analogous to Figure 5, with mean energies

substituted for densities. In Figure 7 the ratios have been

formed without regard to standard deviations of either

numerator or denominator. However, no negative values are

involved here, since the mean energies, when calculated, are

based on positive energy and number densities (see the

explanation of H ÷ energies above). The energies of He _÷

He +, and O ÷ ions appear for the most part to be dominated

by thermal motion, like those of the H ÷ ions, but the

statistics is frequently poor at low beta (see next section).

All ions, except the He +, tend to become less energetic

with decreasing beta, although the wide scatter in Figure 7

may seem to defy any trend. However, as the regression

lines suggest, the He + + energy typically falls offat about the

same rate as the H + energy (on a log-log scale), staying

about 4 times higher than the H ÷ energy, whereas the O ÷

energy falls of slightly faster most of the time. The He ÷

energy, for some reason, does not show this trend, so the

He ÷/H ÷ energy ratio increases with decreasing beta.

Some of the scatter in Figure 7 is no doubt due to

statistical errors, but much of it is real. As far as the

He +/H + and O ÷/H + energy ratios are concerned, the large

range of the scatter (two orders of magnitude) is probably

real, since it remains about the same at the 3-sigma level, as

do the regression lines (not shown). At that level of signifi-
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Figure 5. Densities of (top) He ++ , (middle) He +, and (bottom) O +, normalized by the H + density
measured during same energy-mass scan cycle.

cance the He ++/H + energy ratio is consistently greater than
one and more strongly clustered near 4 (not shown).

Despite the scatter, the regression lines still have signifi-
cant correlation coefficients, at least in the middle (R about
-0.25; N about 2000 each) and bottom panels (R about 0.1;
N about 2000 and 2700, respectively). The somewhat weaker
correlation in the top panels (about -0.08) is of course
consistent with a nearly fiat regression line (at about 4).

3.4. Angular Distributions

Figure 8 compares the energies parallel and perpendicular
to the tail magnetic field for each of H +, He ÷ +, and O ÷ ions
under two conditions: (1) At least one of the two magnetic
field directions has been sampled by the instrument field of
view at all energies (extreme values of center pitch angle less
than 5° or greater than 175°). (2) At least one of the two

energies has been calculated with a relative sigma of less
than 1/3.

The first condition gives a slight preference to ions flowing
tailward along the field lines, because of the spacecraft orbit
and the instrument configuration (see Figure 1 and section

AI), but both field directions are commonly sampled during
the same spin cycle, especially at energies below a few

keV/e, where the field of view is rather wide (section AI). Of
the two field directions, the tailward is favored by the O ÷
ions, especially at small beta (not shown), while the earth-
ward is favored by He ÷+ and H ÷ ions with flow speeds well
in excess of 100 km s -_ (compare Figure 4).

The second condition prevents taking the ratio of two

inaccurate numbers and thereby creating artificially large
anisotropies. The main reason for not requiring a 3-sigma
accuracy on both energies is to allow cases of extreme
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field-alignment, where the parallel flux contributes signifi-

cant counts but the perpendicular flux may be buried in

background noise. There is a barrier against very large such

anisotropies, because of the 20 _ binning of the pitch angles

during moment calculations (section A2). Even if all counts

were confined to a single bin along either field direction, the

center of the bin is either at 10° or 170% so the ratio of

parallel to perpendicular energy, when multiplied by two to

adjust for the difference in degrees of freedom, could not

exceed about 32, assuming no statistical errors in the back-

ground subtraction. However, few ratios even come close to

32 in Figure 8; the most common ratio is one, indicating a

predominance of isotropic velocity distributions, at least for

H* ions.

If the conditions on statistical accuracy are removed

altogether, the main effects on Figure 8 are to increase both

the number and spread of data points at small beta, espe-

cially for He *_ and O ÷ ions (about fivefold increase in

number of points at beta <0.1 for O +), as expected, but the

regression lines remain very nearly the same (not shown). In

other words, anisotropic ratios become more common, real

or not, but they show no greater preference for either large

or small values than already indicated in Figure 8. It may

also be mentioned that He + ions, which are not part of

Figure 8, have ratios similar to the O + ions, although they

have fewer ratios with small sigmas.

A proper comparison of parallel and perpendicular ener-

gies should compensate for E x B drift. Since the latter is

unknown here, the next best move is to determine the

cross-B component of the measured ion drift velocity in the

spacecraft spin plane (approximately the GSE X-Y plane),

and subtract the corresponding drift energy from the perpen-

dicular energy, so as to approximate pure gyrational (ther-

mal) energy. In practice, this makes little difference, because

the cross-B drift speed is generally small (mostly less than 50

km s -_) compared to thermal velocities in these data.
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However, the ratios shown in Figure 8 have in fact all been

"corrected" this way.

3.5. Extending the Energy Range Downward to 10 eV/e

The lowest-energy channel, from lO ewe to about 100

eV/e, not counting the variable RPA settings, has been

sampled in about 90% of these data and is represented by a
partial number density for each ion species, a quantity that

may or may not be an accurate measure, depending on such

unknowns as spacecraft potential and E x B drift direction

and speed. This partial density can be added to the normal

number density, and by weighting it with a suitable energy
(40 ewe) it can also be used to derive a modified value for

the total mean energy.
Adding this low-end density has somewhat different ef-

fects at different beta, and the effects also vary with ion

species. At beta >0.1, that is including the plasma sheet

proper, the effects are consistently small, especially for H +

and He ++ ions, whose density and energy are rarely

changed by more than a few percent. The corresponding

changes for He + and O + ions are somewhat larger, often

reaching some 10 to 20%. At smaller beta, usually meaning

smaller densities as well, the effects are much more variable,

sometimes doubling or tripling the density, especially that of

O + ions. However, if Figures 2 through 8 are redrawn,

including this energy channel whenever it has been sampled,

the new figures (not shown) are difficult to distinguish from

the old ones. There is some increase in the range of scatter,

but very little change in the gross trends.

4. Discussion

The most intriguing result of this study is the variation of

ion density ratios with beta in Figure 5, that is the increase at
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Figure 8. Parallel-to-perpendicular energy ratios for (top) H +, (middle) He ++, and (bottom) O +, when
energies obtained with less than 33% statistical uncertainty (see text for details).

low beta. On one hand, it is in qualitative asreement with the

theoretical result of Klessiing and Ziegler [1989] regarding

the O +/H + ratio, but on the other hand there are instrumen-
tal and statistical effects that will conspire to produce a

similar result, as shown by the absolute values of negative

ratios in Figure 9 (top panels). These effects are due to low

count rates, low signal-to-noise ratio, and occasional time

aliasing associated with the separate sampfing of different
ions and of ions and background. The data have been

examined very extensively for evidence of these effects,

both by imposing various selection criteria in the statistical

analysis and by studying many sample events in detail. They

are no doubt significant, as Figure 9 proves, but they do not

appear to be the sole or even dominant reason.

Figure 10 illustrates some of the ambiguities inherent in
low count rates and a low signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 10

actually represents one of the "better" events, in a formal

sense, in that the signal-to-noise ratio is still greater than

one, if only marginally, at the times when the He++/H +

ratio approaches unity. Even so, the low count rates make it

fruitless to try to compare the ions in the raw data; it is

necessary to sum counts into moments before any kind of

pattern can be recognized. In this case the densities of H +
and He + + ions become rougldy comparable twice, when the

H + density is at a local minimum (top panel).
This could still be a time aliasing effect in the baclqiround

subtraction, since the background measured during the

corresponding instrument cycles may have been lower than
the actual background during the He ++ samplings. How-

ever, by also comparing the mean energies of the two species

in Figure 10, both on an E/Q (middle panel) and ElM basis

(bottom panel), it appears that the data arc at least consistent
with a continuous signal for both H + and He* + ions. It is

clear that the two sets of energies in this case are more
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nearly equal on an E/M basis. This would not be expected if

background were dominant. In that case the energies would

be widely scattered but have a tendency to show equal

energy per charge on average, since the total range is

measured in E/Q and only positive values are being calcu-

lated (the two species sometimes have equal mean E/Q even

when their signals are far above background).

In some cases the He ++/H + ratio is significantly reduced

when the energy range of the data is extended to include the

10- to 100-eV/e channel, but in general the inclusion of this

channel only serves to increase the scatter, while the trends

remain much the same, as already mentioned in section 3.5.

It is worth noting that the H + ions in the 100-eV to 16-keV

range usually have a mean energy of at least 500 eV even at

low beta (Figure 3), and if these ions are part of a Maxwell-

Boltzmann type distribution, their companions at energies

below 100 eV have less than 20% of the total density. In

those cases where a significantly larger H + density is

present below 100 eV, that partial density is probably due to

H ÷ ions with a different history than the main population [cf.

Parks et al., 1992].

There are three principal reasons why the statistical trends

in Figure 5 are probably real, at least qualitatively, even if

many of the individual values are not. The first is that the

trends in Figure 5 still survive in Figure 6, after all densities

(numerator and denominator) with an absolute magnitude

smaller than or equal to three sigmas have been discarded.

The top and middle panels of Figure 6 have few points left at

small beta, but the ones that do remain are consistent with

the same kind of elevated ratios and cannot be easily

ascribed to poor counting statistics. At this level of signifi-

cance the background subtraction should be less critical, and

that is confirmed by the elimination of negative ratios

altogether, as mentioned above. In order for that to be an

artifact, the formulas for density calculations would have to

give lower weights to count rates from the background

channel than they did to count rates from the ion channels,

but those formulas do in fact give identical weight to both,

except for the sign.
The second reason is that the same basic trends remain

when the H + density is replaced by the "total" density from

the energy-analysis section of the instrument (not shown).

This density is calculated each time a mass-resolved density

is produced (section A2), providing a continuous time refer-

ence that helps to eliminate time aliasing as a significant

factor. There is only a minor reduction in the ratios using this

replacement, consistent with the multiple-ion contribution to

the total count rate (proportional to the square root of Q/M

at a given energy).
The third reason is that those trends also emerge when the

data are binned in beta and averaged within each bin,

including all ratios, positive and negative. Two examples are

shown in the bottom panels of Figure 9, the left one

corresponding to the top left panel of Figure 5, the right one

to the bottom right panel of Figure 5. These two examples

essentially bracket the slopes of the average ratios corre-

sponding to the other four panels of Figure 5 and are a strong

indication that there is an underlying bias toward increased
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positive ratios at low beta. This bias cannot be instrumental,

because the detector response to penetrating radiation is

independent of the M/Q setting of the optical parts and, as

already stated, the formulas for density calculations would

produce negative numbers as often as positive ones if count

rates in the background channel and the ion channels were
from the same statistical distribution.

Granted that there is a geophysical explanation for Figures

5 and 6, what specific physical quantity separates the differ-

ent ions? One candidate might be the mean or median

gyroradius of each species. At a geocentric distance R >

10Re, and at beta <0.1 the tail magnetic field, as measured

by the ISEE I magnetometer, typically ranges between 20

and 60 nT (depending mostly on distance from Earth). This

means that a 3-keV H + ion, for example, has a gyroradius of

130 to 400 km at 90 ° pitch angle, and therefore a transverse

range of 260 to 800 km during each gyration. This is small

compared to the cross section of the tail, but not necessarily

small compared to the transition region between the plasma

sheet and tail lobes [e.g., Parks et ai., 1992, and references

therein].

To make this point more tangible, assume the following:

(1) Each density n(i) of species i falls off with increasing

distance dz from the plasma sheet proper with the functional

dependence exp (-dz/H), starting with dz = 0 at a point

where beta = 0.1 (magnetic field already near its lobe value).

(2) The "scale height" H = H(i) is proportional to the mean

gyroradius 9(i), and the proportionality constant is the same
for all species. (3) The mean energy of each species is

independent of dz, that is H(i) is approximately constant. (4)

Beta is dominated by the H + ions, which have the mean

radius 9(H +). Under these assumptions the coordinate dz

can be approximated by

dz _ H(H +) x log [beta(O)/beta(dz)]/log (2.718)

and the ratio r(i) = n(i)/n(H +) is related to beta by
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log Jr(i)] _ A(i) - C(i) × log (beta) (!)

where A and C are constants and

C(i) = [g(i) - 9(H÷)]/g(i). (2)

Considering that the gyroradius at a given pitch angle is

proportional tO the square root of the product of mass and

energy and inversely proportional to charge, it would appear

from the left panels of Figure 7 (AE < 100 nT), that the

He + ÷ ions should have a mean gyroradius twice that of H ÷

ions (4 times the energy), assuming roughly isotropic veloc-

ity distributions (Figure 8), and the O ÷ ions one that is about

4 times that of H ÷ ions (about the same energy as the H ÷).

This means that the values of C(i) for He ++/H ÷ and O*/H ÷

in (2) ought to be about 1/2 and 3/4, respectively. Those

numbers are in fact very close to the slopes of the respective

regression lines in the left panels of Figure 5 (-0.56 and

-0.80), a result that is surprising in view of the extreme

simplicity of the assumptions.

Removing (3) and taking into account that the mean

energies E(i) of H +, He +÷, and O + ions decrease with

decreasing beta, that is with increasing dz, means adding a

third term C(i) x log [E(H ÷, dz)/E (H ÷, 0)] on the right

side of (1), but A and C are still constants as long as E(i)/E

(H ÷) is constant. Inserting typical numbers for E (H +) from

Figure 3 yields only small absolute values for this third term,

at least an order of magnitude smaller than the second

right-hand term in (1), so this equation is still a fair approx-

imation, within the remaining assumptions, for the

He+÷/H÷ and O÷/H + ratios at AE < 100 nT.

On the other hand, (1) predicts that the He+/H + ratio

should have a slope intermediate between those of the

He++/H + and O+/H + ratios, even after proper consider-

ation of energies (A and C are not constant for He +), while

the left panels of Figure 5 (and Figure 6) show the steepest

slope for the He +/H + ratio. Furthermore, as beta receives

greater contributions from ions other than the H + ions,

especially from O + ions at active times, the slope of the log

[r(i)] versus log(beta) ought to increase, and that is not

borne out in the right panels of Figure 5, so this simple

"model" probably has severe limitations. All it really does is

make it plausible that Figures 5 and 6 have a geophysical

explanation. It should also be pointed out that the far more

elaborate model of Kiessling and Ziegler [1989] does not

have gyroradii as separate input parameters, although it does

make the implicit assumption that the O + ions have four

times larger gyroradii than the H + ions by assuming that

both species have the same temperature (independent of
beta).

5. Conclusions

To begin with, the large O+/H + ratios in Figures 5 and 6

provide further evidence that ions of terrestrial origin con-

stitute a large fraction of the tenuous energetic plasma in the

tail lobes. This is keeping with the reasoning of Sharp et al.

[1981], who based theirs on the large oxygen content of
magnetic field-aligned ion streams. If one defines the lobes

by beta <0.1 in these figures, it appears that during disturbed

conditions (AE > 200 nT) the O + concentration typically
exceeds that of H + ions, and is quite compatible with the

finding by Sharp et al. that O + ions comprise about 2/3 to 3/4

of the tail lobe ion streams for Kp > 3+ (their Table 1).

Since Figures 5 and 6 are based on all ion flux entering the

instrument, not merely the peak flux, the large O ÷ concen-

tration measured here can be considered a generalization of

the result of Sharp et al.

Where do H ÷ ions fit in this picture? What is their

principal origin? As far as their energies are concerned, they

are much better correlated with the He + + ions than they are

with either the O ÷ or He ÷ ions, according to Figure 7, which

suggests that a majority of the H + ions in the Earth's tail are

of solar rather than terrestrial origin, most of the time. This

impression is strengthened by the observation that the H +

and He++ ions tend to have about the same energy per

nucleon in the top panels of Figure 7 (see specific example in

Figure 10), a relationship that is characteristic of H ÷ and
He ÷ ÷ ions in the solar wind.

It should be mentioned that the slight negative slope of the

He + +/H + regression lines in Figure 7 is probably an instru-

mental effect, caused by a combination of higher ion energies

at higher beta (Figure 3) and the upper energy cutoff at 16

keV/e. Since the latter is measured in energy per charge, it

leads to a more rapid loss of He + ÷ than H + ions from the

measured energy range if these ions are energized in propor-

tion to either ionic mass or initial energy (see more extensive

discussion of this subject by Lennartsson and Shelley

[1986]). The same effect is probably responsible for the slight

downward shift of the regression line at AE > 200 nT, since

the H + and He + + energies are higher during active times

(Figure 3).

Assuming that the H + ions are indeed mostly of solar

origin, and ignoring for a moment the He +÷ ions, it follows

from the bottom panels of Figures 5 and 6 that the solar ions

usually outnumber the terrestrial ions in the plasma sheet, at
beta >0.1. How do the solar ions reach the near-Earth

plasma sheet? Do all of these ions arrive from the distant tail

by the combined means of earthward jetting along the

magnetic field lines and earthward convection in a predom-

inantly dawn-dusk oriented electric field [e.g., Speiser,

1965], or do they enter in large part by cross-tail convection

from the dawn and dusk flanks, as argued in Lennartsson

[1992]? The answer to that question depends on the actual

geometry and temporal behavior of the tail electric field,

neither of which is well known at present. However, there

are some features of these data that seem to favor the second

means of transportation, that is the cross-tail convection.

As Figure 4 shows, it is easy to find rapid (hundreds of km

s-I) earthward flows of H + ions, especially during disturbed

conditions (AE > 200 nT). However, these flows are not the

normal state of motion of the H + ions, not even at low beta;

the normal state is to have slow (tens of km s-t) bulk

motion, including both earthward and tailward components.

If the H ÷ ions were mostly arriving from the distant tall, say

from 100R e downtail [Zwickl et al., 1984], moving along

magnetic field lines while at the same time convecting into

the plasma sheet, that is convecting toward higher beta, they

would tend to disperse according to field-aligned speed,

leaving the faster ions at the lower beta. There is really no

evidence of that in Figure 4; faster and slower flows occur at

the same beta, at least at beta <0.1, and the slower flows are

dominant everywhere. This situation would seem to imply

that the bulk of the H ÷ ions must be able to reach the

near-Earth plasma sheet from somewhere besides the distant

tail, and one possible mode of access would be by inward
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convection from the tail flanks, in an electric field that is

locally north-south directed in a proper sense, for example

as outlined in Figure I1.

It should be noted that the predominantly small Vx values

at low beta in Figure 4 cannot be ascribed to poor counting

statistics, since they cannot be consistently smaller than

their absolute errors. Neither can they be ascribed to infre-

quent sampling of the earthward magnetic field-aligned di-

rection, because the pitch angle range of the data is generally

the widest at the lowest beta, and even when the data are

limited to those with the most complete pitch angle cover-

age, as done in Figure 8, there is no significant field-aligned

anisotropy in the H + population as a whole (top panels). So

even though rapid earthward flows are common, a nearly

isotropic velocity distribution is more common yet among

H ÷ ions at all beta. It is also worth mentioning that the

particle counter in the energy-analysis section of the instru-

ment does not detect a significantly more frequent occur-

rence of rapid earthward flows than does the "mass detec-

tor," even though its angular response is more favorable (in

the northern lobe), counting ions moving in the spin plane or

slightly downward (not shown).

Returning to the He + ÷ ions, which may all be of solar

origin, it should be mentioned that they have V x values

similar to those of the H + ions (not shown), including

numerous negative ones (see examples in the work by

Lennartsson [1992]), although the scatter is enhanced by

frequently poor counting statistics. Of greater interest, how-

ever, is the difference between the He++ and H + ions in

terms of their density gradients, as implied by Figures 5 and

6 (top panels). It is hard to imagine how this could arise from

velocity dispersion among ions streaming earthward from

the distant tail, since there is no indication that He ++ ions

are moving any faster than H ÷ ions in general (about same

E/M in Figure 7). Furthermore, this spatial relationship

between the He +÷ and H ÷ ions is basically similar to the

relationship between the O + and H + ions, even though the

O ÷ ions are flowing almost exclusively tailward at low beta

(not shown) and have generally small velocities as well

(fairly low energies in Figure 7 despite the large ionic mass).

As suggested by the simple exercise in the preceding

section, the varying density gradients may be physically

related to the different gyroradii of different ions. If that is

true, it would seem to require that the gyrocenter motion of

all ions is largely perpendicular to the density gradients, that

is parallel to the boundary between the plasma sheet and the

lobes. That state of motion could be set up in accordance

with Figure 1 I, for example.

Since the mass-dependent gradients in Figures 5 and 6 are

qualitatively similar to the theoretical result of Kiessling and

Ziegler [1989] for H ÷ and O ÷ ions, whether or not the ion

gyroradii are truly the ordering parameters, it is reasonable

to assume that there may also be some fundamental similar-

ities between actual and modeled particle drifts. It is there-

fore interesting to note that their model, which has only two

spatial coordinates, GSM X and Z, assumes purely one-

dimensional bulk motion along the Y axis, that is along

surfaces of constant magnetic field and constant beta. De-

spite the two-dimensional character of their model, that state

of motion is conceptually similar to having ions convect

according to Figure 1 I.

The obvious test to make with the existing data is to

examine how the calculated bulk velocities in the GSE Y

direction vary across the tail. A preliminary study along

those lines has been made, using the ion beta as a measure of

latitude, but the results are not yet conclusive. The calcu-

lated Vy values are typically in the range of tens of km s-],

and are to some extent consistent with Figure II (not

shown), but it appears that beta is inadequate as a measure

of location across the shear boundary in the velocity field,

and further study is required. In order to extract true bulk

velocities it is also necessary to consider the effects of a

gradient in the spatial distribution of ion gyrational motion

(due to the density gradients).

Finally, it is natural to view Figures 5 and 6 against the

now well-documented "deficiency" in the magnetospheric

content of He + + ions when compared to the solar wind [e.g.,

Young et al., 1982; Gloeckler and Hamilton, 1987]. The

central plasma sheet was found to have a higher He + +/I-I *

ratio than the inner magnetosphere by Lennartsson and

Shelley [1986], reaching average values of about 3% during

quiet conditions, but still lower than the typical solar wind

ratio of about 4% during the same phase of the solar cycle

(rising phase; see for example Feldman et al. [1978]). Ac-

cording to Figures 5 and 6, the He++/H + ratio is instead

enhanced over solar wind values in the tail lobes. Does this

mean that solar wind He + + ions are partially stripped away

from the accompanying H + ions during entry into the geotail

and subsequently left behind in the lobes? This scenario

cannot be exeluded at this point, but if Figure 11 properly

depicts the plasma convection, then the He + + ions would

eventually rejoin the H + ions when the convection turns into

the central plasma sheet. Another possible explanation for

the reduced He + +/H + ratio in the central plasma sheet (and

inner magnetosphere) is of course the admixture of terres-

trial H + ions. Being that the H + and He + ÷ ions often have

about equal velocity distribution in the tail (Figure 7), this

admixture may start at an early stage of solar plasma entry,

for example in the cusp regions, as perhaps suggested by the

numerical modeling of Delcourt et al. [1989].
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Appendix

AI. Instrumentation

The ISEE 1 spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was
launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at

almost 23Re (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude,
an inclination of 29°, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was
placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly perpendicular
to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately
3s.

The Lockheed ion composition experiment on the ISEE 1
is one of a family of instruments using the same type of ion
optics and covering nearly the same range of energies (0
eV/e to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on
GEOS 1 and 2, DE 1, and AMPTE/CCE [Shelley et al.,
1978]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly identi-
cal mass spectrometers with the respective fields of view
centered 5° above and 5° below the spin plane, that is about
5° above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Data used in this

study are from one of these, the one looking below the spin
plane (seeing ions moving upward). Each field of view is
about 10° wide along the spin plane, and some l0 ° to 50° wide
transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low energy
end (due to preacceleration) and gradually decreasing to-
ward 100 with increasing energy. Information on the instan-
taneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is provided
by the ISEE 1 flux gate magnetometer [Russell, 1978].

Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to
select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-
static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both
analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiment provides both the total ion flux and
the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. On ISEE 1
each combination of energy and mass is maintained for at
least 1/16 s in high telemetry bit rate and 1/4 s in low (normal)
bit rate. Different combinations are stepped through in a
cyclic fashion according to patterns controlled by a random
access memory which is programmable from the ground.
The various ISEE 1 patterns, or "modes," used inside the
magnetosphere require anywhere from 2 to 20 min to com-
plete. The mass selections usually include one that blocks all
ions from reaching the second detector, allowing intermit-
tent measurements during each cycle of the noise associated
with penetrating radiation. These measurements are later
used to correct the count rates of mass analyzed ions. The
total count rate in the first detector is not corrected this way,
but this detector is much less susceptible to penetrating
radiation because of its small size (spiraltron).

The maximum energy range of the ISEE 1 instrument is 0
ewe (or spacecraft potential) to 17.9keV/e, divided into 32
contiguous channels, although only a subset of these may be
used in a given mode. The lowest channel, from 0 eV/e to
about 100 ewe, is normally limited to energies above 10
eV/e by a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) in the entrance.
That same RPA is used to provide "cold plasma" data from
0 to 100 eV/e (retarding within the lowest channel) during
parts of some scan cycles. Because of measurement uncer-
tainties associated with spacecraft charging and plasma
convection, the lowest-energy channel is treated separately
when calculating velocity moments. Data from the highest-
energy channel (above 16 keV/e) are excluded altogether
here, because of a slight variation over time of the mass
response of the ISEE 1 instrument in that channel. The

numerical procedures used for weighting and summing
counts from the various energy channels are such that the
velocity moments correspond to an energy range of either
100 ewe to 16 keV/e (in all figures) or 10 to 100 eV/e
(discussed separately), the latter assuming no spacecraft
charging.

The data used here have been obtained in several different

energy-mass scan modes, but only in modes spanning at
least the 0.1- to 16-keV/e energy range, whether that range is
covered in a contiguous fashion (normally true) or not (see
below), and only in modes which provide H ÷ data from the
mass analyzer, as opposed to modes which rely on "total
ion" counts for approximate H + measurements. Any sam-
pling that has not been corrected for background noise,
because of gaps in the telemetry, for example, has been
discarded.

A2. Data Format

This study makes use of an archival data set recently
completed for NASA's Explorer Project and placed in the
NSSDC under index number 77-I02A-12I. The format of

these data is designed to be a compact representation with
roughly the same time resolution as that provided by the
instrument energy-mass scan cycle. Although these data
include various spectral information, this study is mainly
based on files which contain velocity moments. Only a brief
outline of the format can be provided here; a detailed
explanation (user guide) may be obtained from the NSSDC.
The time coverage of these data spans the so called "prime

period" of ISEE operations, from the time of launch of ISEE
1 and 2 through the end of February 1980.

The main type of file used here contains separate velocity
moments for the four principal ion species, H +, He ++,
He÷, and O+, or in some cases a subset of these ions,

depending on the instrument operating mode. The moments
have been calculated once each energy-mass scan cycle,
using two different methods to be explained below. In cases
where the energy scans have left some channels unsampled,
sometimes every other channel, an interpolation procedure
has been employed, essentially assuming a linear variation of
the differential flux. Each moment has a statistical uncer-

tainty (standard deviation) assigned to it, calculated with
standard formulas for error propagation [e.g., Bevington,
1969, pp. 56--64] assuming Poisson counting statistics and
including the uncertainty in background subtraction [Len-
nartsson and Sharp, 1982].

A second type of file has velocity moments for "total
ions," based on the total ion count rate in the electrostatic
analyzer and assuming that this rate is due entirely to H +
ions. These moments have been calculated once per energy
scan, providing a time resolution of a couple of minutes or
better, and usually have nearly continuous time coverage.
The reason for using "total" moments here is to help
interpret the mass-resolved moments (see text).

To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from
the raw ISEE 1 data, the ion fluxes measured within the
near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other
angles using either of two sets of approximating assump-
tions:

1. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic
plane and the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry around
the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation.
The direction of the flow vector within this plane is deter-
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mined by the measured flow within the instrument field of

view. The single angular variable in this case is divided

among twelve 30 ° spin angle bins, roughly approximating the

inherent angular resolution of the ISEE ! instrument in

normal low-bit-rate operation.

2. Fluxes are gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle)

over the sampled range of pitch angles, and isotropic outside

of this range, maintaining the values measured at the small-

est and largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles

are divided among nine 20 ° bins. This assumption is only

applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and

perpendicular to the magnetic field, and energy densities. It

ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The moments reported here are those obtained with !,

except when they refer specifically to components parallel

and perpendicular to the magnetic field, thus necessitating

the use of 2. The two sets of assumptions usually provide

about the same densities and total mean energies, within

statistical uncertainties, but the numbers obtained with I are

believed to be at least marginally more accurate in most

cases. Although the drift direction in 1 is determined from

average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved in the

integrations usually provides an accuracy much better than

30 ° .

The moment data have been supplemented with a third

type of file, containing a form of energy-angle spectra for the

same four ion species (and for O ÷÷ ions). These spectra

consist of spin-averaged count rates in each energy channel

(typically all 32 channels), averaged over a single energy-

mass scan cycle, combined with information about the

maximum count rate at each energy during that cycle. This

information includes the time and spin angle of the maxi-

mum, the maximum rate, and the angular range of counts

greater than 1/3 of the maximum rate. These have been used

to verify that the moments still have reasonable values when

count rates are narrowly focused in angle or energy and are

otherwise low, as often happens in the tail lobes [Sharp et

al., 1981].
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Experimental Investigation of Possible Geomagnetic Feedback

From Energetic (0.1 to 16 keV) Terrestrial O ÷ Ions

in the Magnetotail Current Sheet

O. W. LENNARTSSON, D. M. KLUMPAR, E. G. SHELLEY, AND J. M. QUINN

Division of Research and Development, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Incorporated, Palo Alto, California

Data from energetic ion mass spectrometers on the ISLE 1 and AMPTE/CCE spacecraft are
combined with geomagnetic and solar indices to investigate, in a statistical fashion, whether energized
O ÷ ions of terrestrial origin constitute a source of feedback which triggers or amplifies geomagnetic
activity, as has been suggested in the literature, by contributing a destabilizing mass increase in the
magnetotail current sheet. The ISLE 1 data (0.l-16 keV/e) provide in situ observations of the O ÷
concentration in the central plasma sheet, inside of 23 R e, during the rising and maximum phases of

solar cycle 21, as well as inner magnetosphere data from same period. The CCE data (0.1-17 keV/e),
taken during the subsequent solar minimum, all within 9 RE, provide a reference for long-term
variations in the magnetosphere O ÷ content. Statistical correlations between the ion data and the
indices, and between different indices, all point in the same direction: there is probably no feedback

specific to the O* ions, in spite of the fact that they often contribute most of the ion mass density in

the tail current sheet.

1. INTRODUCTION

Singly charged oxygen is a variable but usually substantial

component of the magnetospheric plasmas at most energies

[Shelley et al., 1972; Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Balsiger et al.,

1980; Sharp et al., 1981; Lundin et al., 1982; Lennartsson

and Shelley, 1986; MObius et al., 1987; GIoeckler and

Hamilton, 1987; Chappell et al., 1987]. It is perhaps, besides

H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ ions, the most important ion component from

a scientific point of view, for at least two reasons. One is its

principal source, Earth's atmosphere [Young et al., 1982;

Kremser et al., 1988], which makes it a unique measure of

electrical solar-terrestrial interactions. This is the one aspect

that has received the closest attention in the literature so far.

Another reason, however, is the large mass or mass per

charge of the O + ions compared to that of the H + ions. A

mere 10% admixture of O ÷ ions in an otherwise pure H ÷

population will more than double the mass density of the

plasma, even though the number density and charge density
remain almost the same. And a 50-50 mixture of O ÷ and H +

ions, often reached in the inner magnetosphere [Lennartsson

and Sharp, 1982] and sometimes in the central plasma sheet
as far out as 20 Re [Peterson et al., 1981], will have almost

an order of magnitude greater mass density than the corre-

sponding number of only H ÷ ions. This property of the O ÷

component may have significant consequences for the

plasma dynamics; it certainly has for hydromagnetic wave

propagation [e.g., Singer et al., 1979].

Although the energetic (keV) O + ions observed in the

near-equatorial magnetosphere are commonly perceived to

be a product of geomagnetic storm or substorm activity, a

good case has been made for feedback effects as well [e.g.,

Baker et al., 1982, 1985; Delcourt et al., 1989; Daglis et al.,

1990, 1991;Moore and Delcourt, 1992; Swift, 1992]. Baker et

al. [1982] argued that the addition of such O ÷ ions in the tail
current sheet, after the onset of a substorm, will have a

Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
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destabilizing effect on this sheet, especially at -15 Re <

GSM X < - 10 Re, the reason being that the large mass per

charge of the O + ions may cause the sheet ion population to

become increasingly demagnitized and therefore more sus-

ceptible to ion tearing mode instabilities. This course of

reasoning allows for the initial increase in the tall O ÷

population, after a period of geomagnetic quiescence, to be

induced entirely by external forces, but it suggests that the

increased concentration of O ÷ ions will promote consequent

substorm onsets, thereby prolonging and strengthening

many active periods.
One observational fact that may seem to fit with that kind

of scenario is the tendency of very strong substorms, those

with a peak AE index of 1000 nT or greater, to occur in

clusters during extended periods (often a day or longer) of

elevated AE (see, for example, Kamei and Maeda [1981] and

Baker et al. [1985]). On the other hand, more long-term

records of geomagnetic and solar activity, covering several

years, may not seem to fit the same trend, because the

energetic O ÷ population has been found to vary substan-

tially in density over the course of a solar cycle without

causing a parallel long-term variation of geomagnetic activity

[Young et al., 1982; Yau et al., 1985; Lennartsson, 1989].

None of the long-term studies of O ÷ ions has been specifi-

cally directed towards the feedback aspect, however, so

there is still room for doubt either way.

This study attempts to clarify, to the extent possible with

statistical methods, whether there is a geomagnetic feedback

specific to the O + ions, by comparing extensive sets of

near-equatorial ion composition data with common geomag-

netic and solar activity indices. In order to utilize the

long-term observations now available from similar experi-

ments, data obtained during the rising and maximum phases

of solar cycle 21 by a mass spectrometer on the International

Sun-Earth Explorer (ISLE i) spacecraft are intercompared

with data obtained near the end of the same cycle, at the

minimum phase, by the same kind of spectrometer on the

Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) spacecraft of the Ac-

P'A,.q m.m' tCOXPlLmtl 
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tive Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Explorer (AMPTE) mis-
sion.

The focus of this study is on the consequences, if any, of

increasing the average mass per ion in the central plasma

sheet by adding O + ions, or replacing H + ions with O + ions.

It is recognized that the O ÷ ions, along with other ions of

terrestrial origin, energetic or not, must have some role in

magnetosphere dynamics simply by contributing a positive

plasma component but that aspect is more complex and does

not necessarily distinguish the O + as a species. It is the

exceptional capability of the O + to enhance the plasma mass

density that is of principal interest here.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The ISEE 1 spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was

launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at

almost 23 R E (geocentric), perigee at -300 km altitude, an

inclination of 29 °, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was

placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly perpendicular

to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately

3 s. The AMPTE CCE, one in a stack of three separate

spacecraft, was launched on August 16, 1984, and directed

into a very nearly equatorial orbit with apogee at almost 9

R E, perigee at -1000 km altitude, an inclination of less than

5°, and an orbital period of 15.6 hours. The AMPTE CCE is

also in a spinning mode, but its spin axis is parallel to Earth's

equatorial plane, pointing some 10° to 30 ° from the Sun

direction, and its spin period is 6 s.

The Lockheed ion composition experiments flown on

ISEE 1 and AMPTE/CCE are two of a family of instruments

using the same type of ion optics and covering nearly the

same range of energies (0 eV/e to -17 keV/e) which have

also been flown on GEOS 1 and 2 and on DE 1 [Shelley et at.,

1978, 1985]. The ISEE l instrument consists of two nearly

identical mass spectrometers with the respective fields of

view centered 5° above and 5° below the spin plane, that is

about 5° above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Data used

in this study are from one of these, the one looking below the

spin plane. The CCE instrument has a single mass spectrom-

eter with the field of view centered in the spin plane, which

in that case is roughly perpendicular to the solar ecliptic

plane, oriented somewhat like the GSE Y-Z plane. Each

field of view is -10° wide along the spin plane, and some 10 °

to 50 ° wide transverse to this plane, being the widest at the

low-energy end (due to preacceleration) and gradually de-

creasing toward 10 ° with increasing energy. Information on

the instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is

provided by the ISEE 1 fluxgate magnetometer [Russell,

1978] and the AMPTE CCE Magnetic Field Experiment

[Potemra et al., 1985].

Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to

select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-

static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both

analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiments provide both the total ion flux and

the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. On ISEE 1

each combination of energy and mass is maintained for at

least i/16 s in high telemetry bit rate and I/4 s in low (normal)

bit rate, on CCE the corresponding time is 1/32 s. Different

combinations are stepped through in a cyclic fashion accord-

ing to various patterns controlled by a random access

memory which is programmable from the ground. The ISEE

1 patterns, or "modes," used inside the magnetosphere

usually require from 2 to 17 min to complete. Most com-

monly used CCE patterns require -2 min per cycle. The

mass selections include one that blocks all ions from reach-

ing the second detector, allowing intermittent measurements

of the noise associated with penetrating radiation. These

measurements are later used to correct the count rates of

mass analyzed ions.

The maximum energy range is 0 eV/e (or spacecraft

potential) to 17.9 keV/e, divided into 32 contiguous chan-

nels, although only a subset of these may be used in a given

mode (typically only 15 channels on CCE). The lowest

channel, from 0 eV/e to -100 eV/e, is normally limited to

energies above 10 eV/e on ISEE 1 and above 30 eV/e on

CCE by an RPA (retarding potential analyzer) in the en-

trance. That same RPA is used to provide "cold plasma"

data from 0 to 100 eV/e (retarding within the lowest channel)

during part of some measurement cycles. Because of mea-

surement uncertainties associated with spacecraft charging

and plasma convection, the lowest energy channel is treated

separately when calculating velocity moments. Data from

this channel are not included in the statistical material here

but are discussed briefly in a separate section. In the case of

ISEE 1, data from the highest-energy channel (above 16

keV/e) are also excluded from moment calculations, because

of a slight variation over time of the mass response in that

channel. Whenever the energy scans have left some inter-

mediate energy channels unsampled, an interpolation proce-

dure has been employed, assuming a linear variation of the

differential flux. Given these considerations, and given the

numerical procedures used for weighting and summing

counts from the various energy channels, the velocity mo-

ments displayed in the following figures correspond to an

energy range of -100 eV/e to 16 keV/e for ISEE 1 and 100
eV/e to 17 keV/e for AMPTE/CCE.

3. DATA FORMATS

This study is the first extensive application of two archival

data sets recently completed for NASA's Explorer Project.

The formats of these data are designed to be a compact

representation, with roughly the same time resolution as that

provided by the instrument energy-mass scan cycle. Al-

though these data sets include various spectral information,

only the files containing velocity moments have been used

here.

The ISEE 1 data files contain separate velocity moments

for the four principal ion species, H +, He + +, He +, and O +,
calculated once each energy-mass scan cycle, using two

different methods to be explained below. Each moment has

a statistical uncertainty (standard deviation) assigned to it,

calculated with standard formulas for error propagation

assuming Poisson counting statistics and including the un-

certainty in background subtraction. In addition, there are

velocity moments for "total ions," based on the total ion

count rate in the electrostatic analyzer and assuming that

this rate is due entirely to H + ions. These moments are

calculated once per energy scan, providing a time resolution

of a couple of minutes or better, and usually have nearly

continuous time coverage. The reason for including "total"

moments here is to help separate mass-resolved moments

taken in different plasma regimes (see next section).

To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from
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the raw ISEE I data, the ion fluxes measured within the

near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other

angles using either of two sets of approximating assump-

tions:

I. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic

plane and the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry around

the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation.

The direction of the flow vector within this plane is deter-

mined by the measured flow within the instrument field of

view. The single angular variable in this case is divided

among 12 30 ° spin-angle bins, roughly approximating the

inherent angular resolution of the ISEE I instrument in

normal low-bit-rate operation.

2. Fluxes are gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle)

over the sampled range of pitch angles, and isotropic outside

of this range, maintaining the values measured at the small-

est and largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles

are divided among nine 20 ° bins. This assumption is only

applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and

perpendicular to the magnetic field, and energy densities. It

ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The two sets of assumptions typically yield about the same

number densities and total energy densities, within statistical

uncertainties, except for cases of substantial ecliptic ion drift

across the magnetic field (substantial when compared to

thermal velocities), when 1 appears to provide more accu-

rate values, especially for number densities. This has been

verified by comparing the ion densities with electron densi-

ties derived from ISEE 1 and 2 wave experiments on several

occasions. Although the drift direction in I is determined

from average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved

in the integrations usually provides an accuracy much better

than 30 °. For simplicity, the ISEE 1 number densities

illustrated here are those derived from 1 when referring to

the magnetotail (plasma sheet) and from 2 when referring to

the inner magnetosphere (for comparison with CCE densi-

ties).

The AMPTE/CCE moment files use a common integration

time of 6.4 minutes for both the mass resolved data and the

total ion data. The CCE velocity moments have all been

calculated according to approximation 2 above, including a

standard deviation for each moment, except that the counts

were initially separated between the right and left side of the

magnetic field direction, in order to allow a cross-B velocity

to be calculated (along with a parallel velocity). Because of

the attitude and orbit of the spacecraft, the CCE instrument

normally samples fluxes along the magnetic field direction.

In addition to the H ÷, He +÷, He +, and O ÷ ions these files

also include O ÷÷ ions. It is clear from these data that the

O +÷ ions, as was assumed during the preparation of the

ISEE 1 files, are generally much less abundant than the O*

ions at these energies, typically by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude

(see also Young et al. [1982]). The same appears to hold at

higher energies as well, according to data from the CHEM

experiment on AMPTE/CCE [Kremser et al., 1988].

4. DATA SELECTION

The time coverage of the ISEE 1 and AMPTE/CCE data

sets through solar cycle 21 is illustrated in Figure I, along

with the daily index of 10.7-cm wavelength solar radio flux.

This index is commonly used as a proxy for the solar

extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation [Hinteregger, 19811 and

is therefore an indirect measure of the solar radiant effects

on the terrestrial O + source [e.g., Young et al., 1982, and

references therein]. Figure 1 shows the reason for intercom-

paring the two data sets; the ISEE 1 set was acquired during

strongly varying solar activity, including the peak, the CCE

set during weak and extremely steady solar activity. The

significance of this will be clarified later.
Of all the ISEE 1 data available, only three subsets have

been used here, one obtained in the central plasma sheet, the

other two in the inner magnetosphere, in the same spatial

region as the CCE data. The spatial distribution of the

plasma sheet samplings is illustrated in Figure 2 in GSM

coordinates, with each point representing one instrument

energy-mass cycle. The samplings are all from geocentric

distances beyond 10 RE and have been further limited to - 10

Re < GSM Y < 10 Re and GSM X < -5 RE. The main

reason for choosing this particular region is that the plasma

sheet O + density has been found to have a rather broad

maximum within 10 R e of either side of local midnight

during periods of hourly AE > 200 nT (see Figure 7d of

Lennartsson and Shelley [ 1986]).

The central plasma sheet has been defined by the following

conditions:

1. The sum of the H +, He + +, He +, and O + densities is

at least 0.1 cm -3.
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samplings from 1985, binned and averaged into 1732 and
1728 matrix elements, respectively.

The two spatial regions thus defined by the CCE data have
in turn been used to select two "'inner magnetosphere" sets
of ISEE 1 data as well (similarly excluding magnetosheath
and solar wind). The resulting number of samples in these
ISEE 1 sets is 581 (corresponding to 1984 CCE set) and 693

(1985 CCE set).
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Fig. 2. Spatial extent of selected plasma sheet data set (ISEE 1)in
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates.

2. The plasma beta value produced by these same ions is
at least 0.1.

3. The multiple densities derived from the total ion count
rates during the course of each energy-mass scan cycle,
assuming only H ÷ ions (see previous section), are all at least
0.05 cm -3.

These conditions differ slightly from those used by Leno
nartsson and Shelley [1986] but lead to essentially the same
selection, given the spatial constraints. The present data set
is further constrained by the requirement that concurrent AE
indices be available, resulting in the exclusion of samplings

from 1977 (see Kamei and Maeda [1981], and subsequent
data books). The resulting number of samples is 4056 (-1000

hours).
For this study the CCE samplings have first been binned

and averaged into a time-space matrix of 1 hour UT by 1
hour MLT by one dipole L unit, in order to make the set
more compact. The spatial distribution of the elements
(average coordinates) is illustrated in Figure 3 in SM coor-
dinates (same as GSM, except for a rotation around the Y
axis to make the Z axis equal to the northward dipole axis).
The samplings have been limited to L > 6 in order to ensure
that the ion composition is controlled by the particle sources
rather than by charge exchange decay [Lennartsson and
Sharp, 1982]. In addition, the samplings have been confined
to the inside of the magnetopause, by elimination of data that

might be interpreted as magnetosheath or solar wind (based
in part on total moments). The reason for dividing the data
by year is that AE indices, at this writing, are not available
on magnetic tape for 1985. The set is made up of 7998
individual 6.4-rain samplings from 1984, and 8211 such
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5. STATISTICALRESULTS

Whether auroral substorms, as defined by enhancements
in the AE index, for instance, are triggered by an increasing
concentration of O ÷ ions in the tail current sheet [e.g.,
Baker et al., 1982], or always start independently of the O +,

may seem to be a simple question of timing. The answer is
not readily found by studying individual events, however,
because the O ÷ data from within the plasma sheet are rather

spotty during active periods, due to plasma sheet motion and
thinning, and the substorm activity is often recurring too
rapidly to allow a unique association between enhancements
in the AE and in the O ÷ density. The only firm conclusion
that can be drawn from previous event studies is that there
are numerous cases where the ISEE 1 is in the central

plasma sheet at a substorm expansion onset and does not
observe a large concentration ofO + (> 10%) until after onset

(R. D. Sharp, unpublished manuscript, 1982; see also Baker
et al. [1985]). Hence we have had reasons to believe that
substorms can occur before the O + density is enhanced in
the tail, but we still do not know whether they occur more

easily if the O + density is already high, or if they are
stronger in that case.

5.1. Relative Timing

As a first step in addressing this question, the entire set of

ISEE 1 plasma sheet data, as defined above (see Figure 2),
was scoured for evidence that the O+/H + density ratio

might sometimes undergo a significant increase shortly be-
fore such an increase takes place in the AE index. Several
different approaches were tried, using different definitions of
"significant increase" and "shortly before." The result was
essentially negative; there was no clear evidence that any
increment in the AE could be uniquely associated with a

preceding, or even simultaneous, increase in the O+/H ÷
ratio, and this was due in part to the difficulties already
mentioned. One approach, for example, was to use hourly
AE indices and pose the following problem:

Find each sampling with an O+/H + ratio greater than 30%,
which is preceded by at least a 3-hour period of samplings with
O+/H + consistently less than 20%, allowing no more than 60
rain for data gaps during that period, and check whether the
concurrent or succeeding hourly AE is greater, by any amount,
than the preceding 3-hour average AE. The result: No case of
a succeeding increase in the hourly AE, but one case of a
concurrent increase. In that one case the l-min AE indices
were examined next, and the AE proved to increase ahead of
the increase in the O +/H + ratio.

SM X (Rt)

Fig. 3. Spatial extent of selected CCE data sets in Solar Mag-
netic (SM) coordinates. These extend in geomagnetic latitude from
- 16° to + 12°. Equivalent regions are used for ISEE 1 data as well
(see text).

5.2. Correlation Between AE and Average Ion Mass
in Plasma Sheet

Figure 4 shows a purely statistical approach, where each
plasma sheet sampling is represented by its linearly averaged
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ion mass, weighted by the respective densities of H +,

He + +, He +, and O + ions (thus having a range of 1.0 to 16.0

amu), and is associated with hourly AE indices from the

same (top panels) or adjacent hours. Because the He + + ions

are always in minority here (almost always less than 10% of

total number density), the average mass is also approxi-

mately the average mass per charge; which may be the

physically more significant quantity (or mass divided by the

square of the charge). This mass, whether associated with

ion or charge, is not expected to be significantly defective by

not including O ++ ions (see end of section 3).

In the left panels of Figure 4 the average mass is treated as

a function of the hourly AE index, allowing up to 2 hours

delay from each AE reading to the plasma sheet sampling.

The slanted straight line in each panel is the linear least

squares fit of log (mass) versus log (AE). The reason for

using a linear fit here is that when the AE is binned, rather

than scattered, the logarithm of the average mass in each AE

bin is approximately a linear function of the logarithm of AE

(not shown). The correlation coefficient, denoted by the

letter R, is significant in each case, given the large number of

points (4056). The generally greater mass/ion during active

times is due to a combination of increasing O + density and

decreasing H + and He ++ densities [see Lennartsson and

Shelley, 1986]. The He + ions contribute a negligible density

in the central plasma sheet at most times. It can be seen that

the correlation is somewhat better with a 2-hour delay than

with a shorter delay, or no delay. The correlation with a

2-hour delay is in fact at its maximum; it declines again with

longer delays, reaching a value of R = 0.45 with a 5-hour

delay, for instance (not illustrated).

In the right panels of Figure 4 the AE index is similarly

treated as a function of the average mass, using the same set

of plasma sheet samplings. In this case the correlation

coefficient declines monotonically with increasing delay,

reaching R = 0.45 already with a l-hour delay (and R =

0.31 with a 5-hour delay). Clearly, the AE is less well

correlated with preceding values of the average ion mass
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TABLE I. Autocorrelation of Log (Hourly AE) in 1978-1979
(N = 17520)

Lag Time, Correlation
hours Coefficient

1 0.87
2 0.70
3 0.61

4 0.55
5 0.51
6 0.46

than vice versa. Note also that the regression line in the top

fight panel is different from the corresponding line in the top

left panel, even though the two correlation coefficients are

the same (by definition).

Figure 4 displays all plasma sheet samplings correspond-

ing to Figure 2, including both dawn and dusk halves. It may

be true that conditions in the dusk half are usually the most

relevant to substorm onset, as argued by Baker et al. [1982],

but these ion composition data show no significant asymme-

try between dusk and dawn and do not justify limiting the

statistical material to the dusk side only. By including the

dawn half it is possible to admit more samplings from early

1978 and early 1980 and thus cover a wider range of solar

surface activity (see Figure 1). This is a desirable objective in

the next section. It may suffice to mention that if the

scatterplots of Figure 4 are limited to the dusk half, where

there are 1366 samplings, the least squares fits are virtually

identical to those in Figure 4, and the correlation coefficients

differ by at most 0.02.

It is quite possible that the nonzero correlation of the AE

with the preceding values of the average ion mass in the fight

panels of Figure 4, with 1- and 2-hour delays, is purely

accidental, because the AE has a very high degree of

autocorrelation over long periods of time. This is illustrated

by Table 1, which lists the correlation coefficients for hourly

AE values taken from one to six hours apart during 1978 and

1979 (17520 hours). As can be seen, the AE at any one time

is still better correlated with the AE from as much as 6 hours

earlier than it is with the average ion mass during the

immediately preceding hour.

5.3. Solar Cycle Effects

Figure 5 relates the average ion mass in the central plasma

sheet to solar surface activity, as measured by the Fi0.7, as

well as geomagnetic activity. The ion mass samplings in the

left panel are from geomagnetically "quiet" times, defined

by requiring that the hourly AE index be consistently less

than 100 nT over a 3-hour period, where the middle hour

contains the mass sampling. The fight panel has samplings

from "disturbed" times, similarly defined by hourly AE

indices being consistently greater than 200 nT over that same

3-hour period. By considering AE indices taken both before

and after the mass sampling it is ensured that no bias is

placed on the causal relationship between the AE and the ion

mass, although the strong autocorrelation of the AE index

makes the precise timing less important (see Table I). In any

case the average ion mass is found to increase with increas-

ing solar activity, regardless of substorm activity level, and

this is mainly a consequence of an increasing O ÷ density

(see also Young et al. [1982] and Lennartsson [1989]). The

regression lines are again based on log (mass), because a

logarithmic y scale and a linear x scale provide a roughly

linear dependence when data points are binned in x and

averaged in y (not shown).

Although the correlation coefficient is only about 0.3 in

both panels of Figure 5, the large number of data points

makes it significant. It can be seen, by using standard

statistical tests [Bevington, 1969, pp. 119-127; Press et al.,

1986, pp. 484-487], that the probability of having no actual

correlation between the ion mass and the solar activity is

negligible (less than 10-8). Essentially, the same statistical

results are reached even if the samplings are limited to the

dusk half of the plasma sheet, thereby reducing the number

of data points as well as the range of Fi0.7. In that case,

N = 339 and R = 0.25 in the left panel (AE < 100 nT) and

N = 348 and R = 0.36 in the right panel (AE > 200 nT),

and the respective regression lines remain identical within

one standard deviation of either the slope or the vertical
location.

By contrast, the substorm activity, as measured by the AE

or Kp indices, does not increase with increasing solar

surface activity during this time period, neither in terms of

frequency of substorm onsets nor in terms of peak ampli-
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tude. This is partly illustrated for the AE index by Figure 6,
which covers two 4-month intervals with similar ISEE I

samplings of the plasma sheet (as defined in Figure 2), one in

1978, the other in 1979. The daily solar F10.7 (top panel), and

presumably also the concurrent EUV flux, is almost consis-

tently higher in the later interval, resulting in a generally

greater O +/H + density ratio in the central plasma sheet, also

represented by "daily" numbers here (middle panel), ob-

tained by averaging all available samplings each day. These

trends are still more distinct in terms of monthly averages,

shown here by points centered on each month and connected

by straight lines. However, the AE index (bottom panel) shows

no signs of increasing from 1978 to 1979, neither as a daily nor

as a monthly average (see also Figure 3 in the work by Young

et al. [1982]). As far as the frequency of substorm onsets is

concerned, a visual inspection of l-rain AE records (see Kamei

and Maeda [1981] and subsequent data books) reveals no

obvious increase from 1978 to 1979 (not illustrated here).

It may be argued that Figure 6 does show some change

from 1978 to 1979 in the daily averaged AE index, since in

1979, but not in 1978, the AE appears to be modulated at a

rate resembling the solar rotation period, which ranges from

25 to 36 days, depending on latitude and physical feature

[Hansen et al., 1969, and references therein]. This is prob-

ably not caused by a solar-induced periodicity in the O +

density, however, since the Fi0.7 index is much less periodic

in 1979 than in 1978. The fact that the O+/H + ratio in Figure

6 does not show a clear solar rotation modulation, not even

in 1978, can probably be ascribed to the rapidly varying

sampling conditions, including the spacecraft motion along

the orbit (at least 7 R£ per day) and the orbital drift relative

to the tail (-12 RE per month at apogee).

Returning to Figure 1, it is clear that the Fi0.7 index

continues to have strong oscillations for the next couple of

years, including those caused by solar rotation, but it does

not begin to change in a more long-term fashion again until

1983, when it starts declining, and it is not until the second

half of 1984 that it reaches a low and steady level, coincident

with the AMPTE/CCE data interval. At this time the Fi0.7 is

very close to its minimum daily (65.8 on October 8, 1985) and

monthly values (69.4 in September 1986, which is the canon-

ical end of solar cycle 21). Accordingly, the CCE data set

should have substantially lower O + concentrations than the

ISEE I set, even if the ISEE 1 set is averaged over most of

the rising phase (to improve statistics). The CCE data

contain no samplings from the plasma sheet region shown in

Figure 2, but it is known from the ISEE 1 data that O + ions

in the inner magnetosphere (R < 10 R e) have virtually the

same response to the Fi0.7 index as do the plasma sheet O +
ions [Lennartsson, 1989]. Hence, if the CCE data do show

much lower O */H + ratios than do the ISEE 1 data, given the

same inner magnetosphere sampling region for both sets,

then it is fair to assume that the plasma sheet O ÷/H + ratios

are also substantially reduced at solar minimum (reversing

the time sequence in Figure 6).

Figure 7 shows one kind of comparison between ISEE 1
and CCE data within the bounds of available AE indices. In

this case each ion sampling has been associated with the

average of 6 successive hourly AE indices, the last of which

is concurrent. There is no special reason for choosing a

6-hour period per se, but the statistical correlation is some-

what better when an average of several hourly AE values is

used rather than some single preceding value. Using preced-

ing rather than succeeding AE values here seems intuitively
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right [cf. Strangeway and Johnson, 1984], regardless of the

role of O ÷ ions in the plasma sheet, and that choice is also

justified by improved correlation.

Figure 7 confirms that the O +/H + ratio has declined quite

substantially in late 1984, near solar minimum, as compared

to typical values during the rising phase of 1978 to early

1980. Even though the two instruments have different pitch

angle coverage in this region of space (sections 2 and 3), the

difference in the O+/H + ratio between the left (ISEE l) and

right (CCE) panels is quite consistent with a time reversal of

the results obtained between 1978 and 1980 at geosynchro-

nous altitude (L _ 6.6) by the GEOS 2 instrument (measur-

ing nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field). If a median

F]0.7 of 175 is assigned to the ISEE l data [Lennartsson,

1989] and an F10.7 of 70 to the CCE data (Figure 1), the

logarithmic regression formula in Table 3b of Young et al.

[1982] predicts a reduction in the ratio by a factor of -3.5 in

1984 for geomagneticaUy quiet conditions. Comparing the

two regression lines in Figure 7 at low AE yields a somewhat

larger reduction by a factor of 4.1, but the difference is

probably within the margins of error, considering that the

ISEE 1 data in Figure 7 span such a wide range of F]0.7. In

any case there is a clear downward displacement of the

regression line in 1984, and there is relatively less scatter

about this line, resulting in a higher correlation coefficient.

The improved correlation with the AE index is consistent

with the strongly reduced fluctuations in the daily Fl0.7

index (Figure l), provided the O+/H + ratio, as implied by

Figure 5, depends not only on long-term but also on day-to-

day variations in the solar irradiation.

In spite of this substantial long-term reduction in the

O+/H + ratio, there is no corresponding reduction in sub-

storm activity. Instead, there is a modest but statistically

significant increase over the same time period, as measured

by for instance daily averages of the AE index (see Kamei

andMaeda [1981], and subsequent data books). This trend is

reflected in Figure 7 by the different grand average AE

values during the two intervals of ion sampling (203 nT in the

ISEE 1 interval, 280 nT in the CCE interval, the two mean

values differing by more than ten times the standard devia-

tion of either mean).

These opposing effects are even more clearly demon-

strated by means of the Kp index, which allows all of the

CCE data to be used (and more than twice as much of the

ISEE 1 data; see end of section 4). In Figure 8 each ion

sampling has been associated with the linear average of the

concurrent and the two immediately preceding Kp indices,

assigning the numerical values + 1/3 and - 1/3 to the gradu-

ating plus and minus symbols on the Kp index. The resulting

9-hour average Kp has been binned, as shown, and the

density ratios have been averaged within each bin. The

grand average Kp during the two sets of ion samplings is

indicated in the respective panel, in conventional notation,

and further described in the caption. When expressed in

decimal numbers, the two mean values differ by 50 times the
standard deviation of either mean.

To place these results in a broader perspective, the hourly

and daffy averaged AE for all of 1978 through 1984 have been

plotted versus the daffy F10.7 in Figure 9 (except for 1 day of

missing Fi0.7 index in 1983). Although small in magnitude,

the resulting correlation coefficients are statistically signifi-

cant, considering the large number of points [Bevington,

1969, pp. 119-127; Press et al., 1986, pp. 484--487]. The fact

that the two regression lines have almost exactly the same

slope (same within two decimal places), even though the two

sets of data points differ in size by a factor of 24, makes it

almost certain that the correlation is real and not merely due

to numerical rounding errors. The negative sign of the

correlation is consistent, in a superficial sense, with the

long-term anticorrelation just found between the O+/H +

ratio and the AE (Figure 7) and Kp (Figure 8), since the O +

density is positively correlated with the Fi0.7 (Figure 5; see

also Young et al. [1982] and Lennartsson [1989]). This does

not by itself imply a physical relationship between the AE

and the Fi0.7 , however, because Figure 9 spans the better

part of a solar cycle, and the important physical parameter

may be solar cycle phase, or simply time. Indeed, if the AE

is sorted by the FIB.7 on a year-by-year basis, the correlation

does not even show a persistent sign. This is illustrated by
Table 2.

5.4. Effects of Including Lowest Energy Channel

The possible role of ions with energies below 100 eV/e is

primarily an issue with data obtained in situ, that is the ISEE
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1 plasma sheet data (Figure 2). The nominal range of 10-100

eV/e, not including variable RPA settings, has been mea-

sured in -90% of the 4056 plasma sheet samplings, and these

measurements almost always cover all 12 spin angle sectors

at least once.

Count rates in this single energy channel have been

converted to partial ion number densities assuming rota-

tional symmetry of the ion flux around the same flow vector

used for the main velocity moments (assumption 1 in section

3). This average flow vector, one for each ion species, has

been based on count rates in all the other energy channels

(except the highest one) and does not always approximate
the true flow direction of the 10- to 100-eV/e ions. This can

be a significant problem when the flux of low-energy ions is

strongly focused in spin angle, in which case an error in the

axis of symmetry leads to exaggerated densities.

Adding these partial densities, when measured, to the

main densities has almost no effect on the statistical picture,

however. In most samplings from the central plasma sheet

the O + and He + densities are increased by less than 15%

and the H + and He ++ densities by less than 5%. Table 3

shows the average increases. Part of the reason for these

modest numbers may be that the low-energy cutoff is actu-

ally higher than 10 eV/e in much of the plasma sheet data,

perhaps more typically between 10 and 20 eV/e, because of

positive spacecraft charging associated with photo electron

emission (see Figure 1 of Mozer et al. [ 1983]).

When Figures 4 and 5 are reproduced with the lowest-

energy channel included (not shown), the new scatter pat-

terns are virtually identical to the old ones. There is a barely

perceptible flattening of the regression lines, corresponding

quantitatively to a change in the third decimal place of the

respective slopes. This flattening is accompanied by a slight
reduction in the correlation coefficients as well, and this is

again limited to the third decimal place in all cases but the

left panel of Figure 5, where R is reduced to 0.28. Although

very small, the reductions in the slopes and correlation

coefficients of each regression line both indicate disordering.

Hence, as far as the ion composition is concerned, adding

the 10- to 100-eV/e partial densities in the central plasma
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TABLE 2. Correlation of Log tHourly AE) With Daily Fi0.7

Year

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Number values 8760 8760 8784 8760 8760 8736 8784
Correlation coet_cient 0.002 -0. I 18 0.041 0.074 0.074 0.026 0.065

sheet makes no significant physical difference, but it appears
to slightly increase the measurement errors, which is the
main reason for keeping the low-energy cutoff at 100 ewe in
this study.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The preceding section makes no mention of the mean
energy of the O ÷ ions, and there is actually no new infor-
mation from this study that warrants a discussion beyond

what was presented by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] and
Lennartsson [1989]. The only potentially critical issue here is
whether the O ÷ energy in the central plasma sheet decreases
with increasing O + density, so as to offset the expected
increase in the ion inertial effects. It was found previously

that the O + mean energy in the 0.1- to 16-keV range is
indeed slightly anti-correlated with both geomagnetic [Len-
nartsson and Shelley, 1986] and solar activity [Lennartsson,
1989], that is anticorrelated with density, but the effect
appears far too small to be of any significance here. Specif-
ically, the O + mean energy in the central plasma sheet is
typically -4 to 5 keV during low geomagnetic and solar
activity and -3 to 4 keV during moderate to strong activity.

Returning to the far greater variations in the O + density,
and in the O+/H + density ratio, the challenge is now to
interpret their various statistical relations with geomagnetic
and solar activity. If one makes the very reasonable assump-
tion that Figures 7 and 8 show a long-term trend that applies
also to the central plasma sheet, it is clear that the frequency
of occurrence of very large O +/H + ratios in the tall current
sheet can be substantially reduced over time with no hin-
drance to substorms. On the contrary, substorm activity
increases. Is this increased activity actually caused by the
relative decrease in O + content? Considering Figure 5, such
a scenario is consgnant with the negative correlation be-
tween the AE and the FI0.7 in Figure 9. However, Table 2
shows that this negative correlation, when ordered by cal-

endar year, is not an ordinary feature, but is limited to one
(1979) of seven years. This makes it much more likely that
the long-term variation of the AE is controlled by a solar
process which depends on the solar cycle phase but is not
well measured by the FI0.7, nor by the EUV flux.

Figure 10 may provide additional clues. It appears from
Figure 10 that the year 1979 is unique in the sense that the

TABLE 3. ISEE 1 Average Incremental Density From 10- to
100-eV/e Channel in Plasma Sheet

Ion Increment, %

H + 2.8
He +÷ 1.3
He + 8.2
O + 7.2

AE activity then approaches its absolute minimum in the 7

years considered, a minimum reached in early 1980. Since
this occurs while the F|0.7 is approaching its absolute
maximum (Figure !), it probably accounts for the net nega-
tive correlation in Figure 9 (even without the singular FI0.7

peak in early November 1979). It certainly accounts for the
long-term increase in the AE and the Kp in Figures 7 and 8.
Whether the early 1980 minimum in the monthly average AE
is entirely due to solar processes, or somehow depends on
solar-induced changes in the magnetosphere particle popu-
lations, it is clearly contrary to having substorm activity
enhanced by increased O ÷ concentration in the tail current
sheet (see also Figure 6).

If there is any significant feedback from the O ÷, due to its
large ionic mass, it must be negative: The O + either inhibits
the onset of substorms, acts as a damper on substorms in

progress, or helps to release tail stresses at an earlier and
"less harmful" stage. However, Figure 10 appears to ex-
clude that scenario as well, since the monthly average AE

starts increasing again long (2 years) before the solar FI0.7

enters its declining phase (Figure 1), which is presumably
when the O ÷ concentration declines in the plasma sheet

(Figure 5).
Short-term correlations are less definitive, for reasons that

have been outlined above, but they appear to point in the
same direction. Figure 4 suggests that the O +/H ÷ ratio in the

plasma sheet does depend on the previous history of the AE,
at least over a 2-hour interval (maximum R with two hours

delay), but it gives no hint of a similar dependence of the AE
on the O + concentration, since the correlation in the right

panels declines monotonically with time and is anyway much
weaker than the autocorrelation of the AE (Table 1). Fur-

thermore, the pattern of scattered points in Figure 4 has an
almost triangular shape in the left panels, especially in the
bottom panel, with one corner at small ion mass but large
AE. This shape implies, ideally, that the AE can take on any
large value without O + ions being present, and it can do that
without increasing the O+/H + ratio uniformly throughout
the central plasma sheet, but the O ÷/H + ratio cannot reach
very large values anywhere unless the AE is already large.

6.1. Possible Role of Very Low Energy Ions

Whether the low-energy cutoff is 10 or 100 ewe, or some
intermediate value imposed by positive spacecraft charging,

does not appear to make much difference in the central
plasma sheet (Table 3), but there may still be a "hidden" ion
population with mean energies of a few eV, or less, associ-
ated with the terrestrial polar wind and consisting mostly of

H ÷ ions [e.g., Chappell et al., 1987]. The question is, how
large is this polar wind population of H ÷ ions compared with
the more energetic H ÷ population measured on the ISEE 1
spacecraft? Does it have a significant effect on the average
ion mass? So far there have been no direct measurements of
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ions with only a few eV energy in the plasma sheet, beyond
10 RE, nor have there been any large-scale attempts to infer
"hidden" ions by comparing measured partial ion densities
with total electron densities deduced from wave experi-
ments, but the subject has been addressed indirectly by
modeling particle trajectories, notably by Delcourt et al.
[1989].

The numerical model of Delcourt et al. takes into account

all presently known sources of terrestrial ion outflows, using
the most recent measurements or estimates of source param-
eters, but it is restricted to radial distances less than 17 R E,
and its plasma sheet does not receive ions whose trajectories
intersect the magnetopause or reach beyond 17R E downtail.
As emphasized by the authors, the trajectory interrupts,
especially downtail, set artificial and severe limits on the
potential contribution to the plasma sheet density ofH + ions
with initial energies of 10 eV (cusp source) or greater
(auroral zone and polar cap sources) and are the main reason
why the calculated H + density between 10 and 17 R e,
including all energies, is only -0.01 to 0.08 cm-3 (Figure 18
in their paper). However, these limits are less severe for the
polar wind H + ions, which are all assumed to have an initial
energy of only 1 eV, so this model may provide a probable
upper limit on their specific contribution in Earth's plasma
sheet.

According to Figure 4 in the paper by Delcourt et al.,
-43% of the polar ,_ind H + ions remain within the model
boundaries during geomagnetically quiet conditions,
whereas 41% are lost downtall, because of weak equator-
ward convection, and 16% are lost at the magnetopause. The
43% that remain are sufficient to dominate the H + density
earthward of the 17 R E boundary, but the density between
10 and 17 R E is only about 1/10 of the energetic H + density
measured on the ISEE l (Figure 18 in same paper; see also
Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]). Fewer of the polar wind
ions are lost downtail during disturbed conditions (stronger
convection), only -6%, but the ionospheric source is as-
sumed to be weaker then, by a factor of 2/3 (their Table 2),
and a somewhat greater fraction is lost at the magnetopause
(23%), so the model H + density in the plasma sheet is still
smaller, by a factor of 5 to 10, than the energetic H + density
measured on the ISEE 1. Hence, even with all of the lost
polar wind H + ions somehow recovered and added to its
plasma sheet, this model seems to imply that the density of
very low energy H + ions (few eV) is smaller than the known

density of energetic H ÷ ions in Earth's plasma sheet.
possibly substantially smaller.

It is worth noting that the polar wind is expected, on
theoretical grounds, to be stronger, by approximately a
factor of 3, at the minimum of the solar cycle than at the
maximum of same [Chappell et al., 1987, and references
therein], which is the opposite of the observed long-term
trend of the O + flux. To the extent that polar wind H ÷ ions
do affect the ion composition in the tail current sheet, they
probably amplify the difference in the O +/H + ratio between
solar maximum and minimum, thereby enhancing the long-
term anticorrelation between average ion mass and geomag-
netic activity implied by Figures 7 and 8 above.

6.2. Corollary

Since the energetic O + ions do reach the central plasma

sheet, well beyond 10 R e, and do so in sufficient numbers to
have a very significant and strongly variable influence on the
average mass of keV ions (Figures 4 and 5), they must have
significant and variable effects on any tail instability that
depends in a decisive fashion on this mass, including any
such instability powerful enough to influence the geomag-
netic indices. The statistical results of this study suggest
therefore that the average ion mass is an unimportant
parameter in the equations that govern magnetotail stability.
It is clear, at least from the long-term behavior of the AE and
Kp indices (Figures 6, 7, 8, and 10), that a more frequent
occurrence of large average mass/ion, or mass/charge, in the
tail current sheet is not sufficient cause for stronger dissipa-
tion of auroral energy. The statistical data are more compat-
ible with reduced energy dissipation when the ion mass
becomes extremely large near solar maximum. However,
the lack of a consistent correlation over time between solar

and geomagnetic indices seems to rule out all significant
feedback (Table 2 and Figures I and 10). These consider-
ations are nominally based on ion composition data from the
0. I- to 16-keV/e energy range, but probably apply to the bulk
of the plasma sheet ions.
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